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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT

New medical technology seems to spring into existence almost daily. S:a-cely

a single issue of a newsmagazine or edition of a major newspaper falls to

carry at least one story announcing a new device, technique or treatment for

one or another of mankind's ailments. This mass media exposure generally

follows closely on the heels of publication of scholarly articles in profes-

sional journals read by the health care practitioner. The new technology thus

described is eagerly tried throughout the medical community, and once accepted

as efficacious, an intense demand for the diffusion of the technology is

created. This demand is not only fueled by the desire of physicians to be

"state of the art" but by the fiopes and sometimes desperation of the consumer.

As a result of this demand, hospitals compete for the health care dollars

represented by both groups through seeking to obtain and utilize the latest in

diagnostic, therapeutic, or support equipment. Given the rapidity with which

advances are coming to light, costs become staggering. Many believe this

never-ending spiral of acquisitiveness is the chief culprit in the enormous

increase in health costs experienced in the United States since 1965. It has

been estimated that 21% of the total increases in hospital costs experienced



from 1969 to 1979 was a direct result of the increased utilization of new

I
technology in the health care delivery 

system.

Attitudes toward different types of technological advances also tend to differ

given the nature and effect of the technology. A new dEvice or technique that

offers obvious clinical relief or a curative effect is much easier to "sell"

to practitioners and public than a device or technique which does nothing more

than duplicate something already available through similar devices or tech-

niques. Thus, if the two categories of technological advancement are iden-

tified as diagnostic or therapeutic, the therapeutic advancement is of more

immediate interest since it offers a tangible benefit. Even if the benefit is

only palliative in nature, conforming to the "halfway" technology described by

Lewis Thomas, the demand is normally far greater for it than for a new "defin-

9
itive" diagnostic procedure. There are significant exceptions to this

generality, the most prominent being the CT scanner.

The CT scanner was first manufactured by EMI Corporation in 1972 as a proto-

type for clinical studies of the brain in England. While the device received

immediate acclaim from practitioners, EMI failed to recognize the clinical

significance and potential demand, estimating a need for only 25 units. By

1974, however, it had become the darling of the neuroradiologic world, and was

alternately damned for its high costs and praised for its clinical effective-

ness. Whole-body CT equipment was finally produced in 1975, again by EMI, but

with this development came a host of commercial competitors so that in 1976 at

least 22 separate companies were selling products relating to CT.

2



Health planners, government regulators and politicians, seeing the impending

explosion in acquisitiveness and in consideration of the huge cash outlay

required for purchase of a single machine, sought to slow the diffusion of CT

into the nation's health care delivery system. The American Hospital Asso-

ciation published guidelines proposing that a minimum 2500 projected scans be

4
the criteria for purchase and installation by a hospital. State Certificate

of Need (CON) agencies were thus able to restrict such installations on the

basis of over capacity. However, there were few restrictions for consortiums

of physicians or other commercial entities which desired to provide CT scan-

ning services. Consortiums of hospitals as well used a shared-service basis

to gain access to this technology. The net effect of the initial period ()f

growth was that although there was a perceptible slowing of diffusion, steady

pressure remained and still exists throughout the health care delivery systoi

for obtaining CT scanning devices.

As the CT scanner became more common, researchers in many fields found previ-

ously unimagined uses for the device. Improvements in second and later

generation equipment reduced scanning time, improved resolution, and provided

much more rapid output. 01der, more hazardous invasive diagnostic procedures

were replaced by the relatively danger-free CT scan, with accuracy as good as

or better than the technique replaced. Recent articles in professional

literature attest to its efficacy in many specialty areas and will be dis-

cussed in a later section.



Hospitals and medical centers within the Federal sector were predictably

slower than non-federal institutions in obtaining and using CT scanners.

While the civilian institution has considerable freedom within the confines of

regulations imposed by state and Federal agencies, Federal focilities are

subject to absolute control by virtue of funding restraints. And so, as of

the annual American Hospital Association sLrvey conducted at the end of 1981,

of 334 Federal hospitals reporting, only 44, or 13.2%, had CT devices.j

Compare to that the 21.8% of non-Federal hospitals which were so equipped

6
during the same year. By the end of 1982, those numbers had grown to 15.7%

7
and 28.0% respectively. Since that time, however, things have changed

rapidly. In the Vcterans Administration, the largest single health care

entity in the United States with 171 hospitals, there were 47 operaticnal

scanners and 23 more under procurement or being installed as cf January 1984.

This uncharacteri:tically rapid acquisition of new technology in the Federil]

sector seems predicated on the consensus that the benefits of C1 outweigh the

costs by virtue of its safety and cost-effectiveness in many circumstances.

Further, it now seems that the CT scanner will continue to be integrated into

Federal sector facilities at the most rapid rate supportable. The IA plans tc

buy 15 or more units per year until all iacilities are equipped wicn One o1

more devices according to need. 9 The Air Force plans to place C1 scanners in

10
all hospitals over 100 beds. The Army ciirrantly ha,. at least one

operational CT scanner in all medical centers and plans to purchase approxi-

mately five additional scanners per year for installation in other medical

4



activities. Equipment currently being considered for installation in Army

facilities is programmed at $1.2 million for each location, including purchase

12
of the device and all necessary installation expense. This figure is a

reasonable estimate for a typical installation, provided no construction is

required beyond minor renovation of existing facilities. These plvrs all add

up to an incredible amount of money, an6 a natural reaction 1-s to question

whether there could be a more effective means of securing technologv of thiF

nature for beneficiaries of Federal health care facilities.

That question has certainly occutred to our elected repre,,entatives i, the

Congress of the United States, as evidenced by a .eries of eiforts to dt-.i-i

with ever-rising costs of health care. Perhaps ore c. the more sgnificant

efforts was the passage on 4 May 82 of Public Taw q7-174, entitled the Veter-

ans' Administration and Department of Defense Pcalth Resources Sharin &an

Emergency Operations Act. It is at arendment co TitLe 3 cf the United States

Code, with the stated purpose of promoting "greater sliaiivg of health- are

resources between the Veterans' Administration and the Department of Defense"

as well as to provide for contingenc, support of the Armed Forces during war

or national emergency. (See Appendix I for the text of the legislation.) The

underlying restriction is quite clear:

Section 2.(a)(1) There are opportunities for greater sharing of tae

health care resources of the Veterans' Administration and the Department

of Defense which would, if achieved, be beneficial to both veterans and

members of the Armed Forces and could result in reduced costs to the
Government by minimizing duplication and underuse of health-care

resources. (Emphasis by author.)



Among the p-ovisions of this article is a specific charge to the head -,f each

medical facility of the VA or DOD to conclude sharing agreements identitying

resources to be shared and establishing reimbursement incentives. The sole

caveat is that only excess capacity, defined as that not used in treatment of

primary beneficiaries, can be "shared" or "sold." However, according to

guidance contained in a mimeographed pamphlet provided ottendees at implement-

ing workshops ccnducted in various cities across the US, both "current and

future capabilities should be considered" when sharing agreements are conclud-

ed. (Emphasis bN author. Full. text of the pamphlet is provided as Appendix

2.)

Clearly this legislation has opened tre way to regicnalizatior and sharec:

services encompassing all Federal sectoT facilities. Shared services have

long been recna, nzed as one way to reduce costs, throuph optima' itilizaticn

of capacity, but incentives for Cling so have been lacking within the Federal

seCtor. Bayne-lones Army Community ilespita] (PJACIP) has for several years !ad

a contractual aigreement vith the Vetera ns Administrative Medical Center (VAMC)

at Alexaniria, LA, but rarely hae physicidT.. -t BIACH chosen to refer po-

tients to that facility. Definitive care at VAMIC for most medical concltions

is not authurized for the majority of beneficiaries of B.IA(I ard the qiiallity

of services available largely unfami liar to physicians at PJACH. The s(rvices

covered in the contractual agreement were also available at Lrooke Army

Medical Center, San Antonio, Texas (BAMC) via transportation provided by

United States Air Force (USAF) aeromedical evacuation aircraft. Physicians at

BJACH are much more likely to utilize these services than those of VMC owing

6



to close ties with the consultant services there and a desire to provide the

patient with the best care available in the Army system.

A means does exist to permit sharing of CT equipment which circumvents most of

the stock arguments against shared services. A CT scanner may be installed in

a mobile van and the service moved in its entirety from hospital to hospital,

rather than requiring staff and patiznts to travel to a fixed tacility. This

concept is hardly new; successful ventures of this nature have been

established by consortiums of hospitals and private corporations, anc are

operating now in many areas of the country. One such comrnony, SlLa~e[ Mdical

Resources, a subsidiary ot MEDIQ Corporation, Js headquartered in St.

Petersburg, FL, and operates 35 mobile units in five states, providing CT

[3
services on a contractual or fee-for-service basis on-site. There ;appears

to be e significant potential for cost savings in hktth acquisitien and annur!

operating expense ivailable to the Federal facilities in this area ff access

to CT technology were provided on a shared basis threugh a mobile CT scanner.

7



GEOGRAPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

West Central Louisiana is the site of three Federal sector inpatient facil-

ities, located within one hours' driving time of one another. The largest

facility is the Veterans' Administration Medical Center (VAMC) located in

Pineville, Louiniana, a northern suburb of Alexandria, Louisiana. (See the Map

located at Appendix 3.) VAMC is operational as a full-service medical facili-

ty with 280 acute care beds and 94 long-term care beds. Outpatient and

psychiatric inpatient services are also available. Total admissions during

1982 were 5820. Also located in the Alexandria area is England Air Force

Base (7AFP). A small base, the hospital has 25 beds, with admissions for

1982 of 1884. Fort Polk, Louisiana, the site of Bayne-Jones Army Community

Hospital is located some 50 miles southwest of Alexandria, near the

Texas-Louisiana border. BJACH is a 169-bed facility, opened in Auigust 1983

as a replacement for a WWII era cantonment type faci~ltv. Admissions for 19F2

were 5773.14

None of these three facilities presently have a CT scanner installej. VAMC

has requested a CT scanner as a part of an ongoing renovation, to be completed

In the 1988-1989 time frame. That request is awaiting action. BJACH has

submitted all necessary documentation for purchase of a CT scanner under the

Medical Care Support Equipment (MEDCASE) Program, buc no commitment has been

received. Additionally, it seems likely that considerable renovation or even

new construction will be require to permit installation of a CT scanner based

on existing engineering specifications tor load-bearing capacity and air

8



conditioning in BJACH. EAFB is not large enough to support a permanently

installed CT scanner and no plans for provision of services have been devel-

oped other than to continue to purchase services locally.

EAFB and VAMC now purchase CT services from St. Francis Cabrini Hospital (SFC)

or Rapides General Hospital (RGH) in Alexandria, LA almost exclusively. BJACH

has in the past utilized several sources, including Beauregard Gereral

Hospital in DeRidder, LA; Lake Charles Memorial Hospital, Lake Charles, LA;

and both hospitals previously mentioned in Alexandria; since April, 198 4

except for emergencies or when aercmedical evacuation was involved, CT scans

have been purchased from Shared Medical Resources through ar on-site mobile

service.

9



PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the feasibility and

cost-effectiveness of shared mobile CT scanning as a means of providing access

to this diagnostic modality for the VA/DOD medical treatment facilities

located in West Central Louisiana under the auspices of PL 97-174, the Veter-

ans Administration and Department of Defense Health Resources Sharing and

Emergency Operations Act.

10



OBJECTIVES, ASSUMPTIONS, AND LIMITATIONS

Objectives. The objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To determine the potential range of demand for future CT scanning

services by facility based on availability of CT equipment on-site at each

facility.

2. To derive an estimated average cost per scan and total cost for

service demanded by each facility if purchased from a commercial supplier.

3. To derive an estimated average cost per scan and total cost to each

facility based on installation of a fixed CT scanner at both VAMC and BJACH.

4. To derive an estimated average cost per scan and total aggregate cost

for provision of CT scanning via a mobile unit servicing all three facilities.

5. To identify the most cost-effective alternative based on average cost

per scan.

6. To identify and evaluate issues which may be relevant to the fea-

sibility or cost-effectiveness of the mobile CT scanning unit.

7. To determine whether the option of utilizing a mobile CT scan is

feasible and cost-effective based on cost comparisons and subjective eval-

uation of relevant issues not necessarily related to cost.

11



ASSUMPTIONS. Assumptions necessary for this study include:

1. Quality and accuracy of the output from a mobile CT scanner is equivalent

to that obtained from a fixed installation, whether on-site or purchased from

an acceptable commercial source.

2. Cost data obtained from civilian sources in regard to operation of a

mobile scanner is accurate and reasonably reflects that expected of such

scanner operated by a Federal agency.

3. Cost data obtained pertaining to fixed CT units will accurately reflect

similar costs if permanent installation was accomplished at BJACH and VAMC.

4. The formula used to derive potential CT scanning volume is sufficiently

accurate for cost analysis of the nature contemplated.

5. Unscheduled maintenance of the mobile CT unit Itself will not exceed that

predicted by the manufacturer.

6. Historical data documenting case mix by International Classification of

Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) coding can be

reasonably expected to reflect that of future years.

12



LIMITATIONS. Limitations on this study are as follow:

1. Commercial mobile CT scan services may not be willing to share cost data,

or may not provide data with sufficient depth to obtain accurate comparisons.

2. Manufacturer's information may reflect cost data which is more optimistic

than that reasonably expected for a unit in actual service.

3. Projected reliability of the unit may not accurately ieflect that of a

unit in actual service in this geographica] area, the number of miles trav-

eled, and the number of scans completed.

13



LITERATURE REVIEW

Efficiency, Safety, and Cost-Saving Considerations. There is a great body of

literature establishing the importance of the CT Scanner to diagnostic and

therapeutic medicine. Sufficient scanners are available to permit widespread

experimentation in clinical efficacy within many specialties, and the results

are encouraging. Current issues of professional journals are replete with

reports of these efforts, and clearly indicate that CT offers a safer, more

effective result than many traditional diagnostic procedures (11, 18, 24, 26,

27, 29, 30, 31, 34, 36, 38, 40, 41, 46). Some initial fears concerning x-ray

ddsage have given way to complete acceptance of the technology z. the most

s ignificant advance in radiologic medicine in the last 35 years, for which the

developers, Cormack and Hounsfield, received a Nobel prize in Physiolo-

gy/Medicine in 1979 (5, 16, 22, 42, 44, 48).

While the safety and accuracy of CT is of primary importance to the provider

and patient, the potential for cost savings with CT use is considerable, and

increasing as more uses are found for CT imaging. For example, it was de-

termined that if head CT had not been available in 1978, the cost of alternate

procedures would have been more than $i.1 billion, an amount reduced by an

estimated $459 million with use of CT (21). Other studies attempted more

definitive results with similar conclusions. A 1980 report indicated that CT

scans at one neurological institute produced a net savings of $202 per scan

over four conventional testing methods (19). Yet another study asked

14



physicians to enumerate test procedures which would have been ordered had CT

not been available. The savings calculated by adding costs of tests and

hospital days required and deducting CT costs averaged $210 per patient in

1980 (37). Most dollar savings result from reducing the number of tests

ordered, reducing or eliminating altogether sometimes lengthy hospital stays,

and quicker diagnosis pinpointing a problem rather than inviting exploratory

surgery or other invasive techniques.

Cost Containment and Optimal Utilization. The benefits of CT have been

obviously well-established through continuing research. Debate still exists,

however, as to the best allocation of CT scanners, or even whether such

regulation is desirable or necessary. Proponents of allocation and regulation

seek to slow the diffusion of new technology until it has proven to be of

significant benefit (20, 44, 48, 51). Opponents of allocation and regulation

argue not only that these steps are unnecessary but that such efforts will

negatively affect the quality of care generally available (36). CT came into

use at precisely the wrong time, in that health care costs were growing

astronomically and the great expense for each installation received undue

attention (5,11,14,19,22). With the entry of the Federal Government into the

health care delivery system as a third-party payer in 1965 via Medi-

care/Medicaid came close scrutiny of a system essentially unregulated except

for the dictates of its ruling class, the physicians. As a result, Congress

in 1974 adopted a philosophy of cost containment through passage of two

separate but related pieces of legislation, Section 1122 of the Social Securi-

ty Act and Title XV of the Public Health Service Act (Public Law 93-641,

15



entitled National Health Planning and Development) (9). These laws provided

for certificate-of-need (CON) procedures administered by the states to contain

costs by refusing certification for certain projects, including regulation of

major capital expenditures and changes in service of health care facilities.

Thus, addition of beds or major items of capital expense, such as a CT scan-

ner, would be subject to approval by the state prior to any action to build or

acquire such capacity (9). Most state CON agencies controlled the acquisition

of CT scanners based on a criterion developed by the Healt-h Resource Adminis-

tration in 1978 per its mandate from PL 93-641, stipulating that a scanner

should operate at a minimum of 2500 medically necessary procedures per year.

A corollary guideline stated that no additional scanners could be approved

cn a .na unless all other scanners in the area were performing more than

2500 procedures annually. This severely restricted further acquisition by

hospitals in most health service areas (5,9,14).

Shared Services: A Response to Regulation. This tight control led inevitably

to innovative "end runs" to permit access to this highly desirable technology.

One such innovation was the advent of shared service arrangements, pooling the

need and, incidentally, fragmenting the cost of a CT scanner. However, shared

medical services have not readily succeeded in many Instances. Three New York

City hospitals reported most unfavorable results with efforts to share a fixed

CT scanner. Of 1870 patients referred for CT, only 258 received the scans due

to scheduling and transportation problems, or due to the severity of the

illness or injury preventing transportation to the site (15). In the

non-profit hospital industry, shared services tend to arise where both

16



physicians and hospital ownership or trustee interests can be advanced.

Unfortunately, these interests are most frequently tied to administrative or

ancillary support other than direct medical care and do not promote consolida-

tion of underutilized patient care services (25). At least one study found

considerable potential for savings by consolidation in order to take advantage

of economies of scale, but also noted that indirect costs incurred through

transportation of patients and possibly increased lengths of stay awaiting

service could entirely negate savings in direct costs. The authors therefore

concluded that reduced demand for service is the only valid means of reducing

cost (47).

A study of CT scanner placement versus transportation requirements in a major

metropolitan area pointed out the proper location of a scanner serving a large

area is just as important as having an "optimal" number of scanners based on

number of scans per year or population. The study concluded that excess

capacity in CT scanning might be preferable to excess transportation capacity

if the package of interrelated health services were closely examined (28).

The transportation limitations were a major factor in the failure of a sbhred

CT scanner in New York City previously cited (15) as well as the major offset-

ting cost for potential savings generated by shared CT service elsewhere (47).

A successful shared CT scanner is typified by an installation in a California

city sponsored by three hospitals located within an eight square block area,

surrounded by 300 doctor's offices. Transportation problems are minimized,

with a concurrent ease of access for patients and physicians alike (32).

Unfortunately, such medical complexes contain only a small fraction of the

17



nation's hospitals, and so transportation and its attendant costs threatens

the cost effectiveness of shared, fixed CT scanners.

Mobile CT Scanning: A Viable Alternative. The ultimate answer may lie in

making a fixed service mobile, through installation of a CT scanner in a

semi-trailer truck, together with all necessary environmental equipment to

support the heat sensitive equipment. The first mobile whole body CT scanner

was manufactured in 1979 by Ohio Nuclear, Incorporated, and put into service

by two New Jersey hospitals some ten miles apart. This shared purchase was

expected to produce up to 4000 scans per year within three years of its being

put into service, and the entire plan was approved by the Southern New Jersey

Health Systems Agency, the state CON agency (45). Early use of Mobile CT has

shown that quality of CT scans is virtually identical to fixed installation.

Even downtime has proven to be favorably comparable to that of statiorarv

units (43). One hospital consortium of three facilities with interhospital

distances of up to 95 miles experienced available service of 91% for the first

three months, not counting scheduled downtime for preventive maintenance (50).

Such services are available elsewhere, even in England where EMI first devel-

oped the CT scanner (49). Certainly, experience of this facility with the

services of Shared Medical Resources' Mobile CT have been favorable in regard

to quality of work, although scheduling remains as a problem to be resolved.

The United States Army has recognized the potential of mobile CT by purchasing

a single unit to be used as a interim measure pending permanent installations

at a variety of sites (61).

18



CT Scanning in the Federal Sector. As previously indicated, acquisition of CT

scanners within the Federal sector has been much slower than that of the

non-Federal sector. At least one author attributes this to the intense cost

containment efforts directed at public and government health care facilities

at all levels. Dr. David Banta, a member of the Office of Technology Assess-

ment for the U.S. Congress, postulates that goals of cost containment and

budget restraint serve to deteriorate the quality of public health care

services (12). There is some evidence that government procurement and budget-

ing policies hamper eftective acquisition and use of beneficial technology

(53). That the explosion in acquisition previously identified is ongoing can

be interpreted as pent-up demand among the various entities responsible for

Federal health care programs. This aggregate den-and is being unleashed in

several directions at once, with virtually no attempts to coordinate the

efforts of the various agencies. This is wholly contrary to the effrrts ot

health planners at all levels (5,12,13,53,54).

There is renewed interest in shared medical care services amcnP. Federal health

care facilities as a result of the VA/DOD Sharing Act. The only ongoing

project involving shared CT access calls for a fixed installation at the Navy

Hospital, Great Lakes, IL, with half of the cost to be borne by the North

Chicago Veterans Administration Medical Center. A cost savings of $210,000

anually is projected for this shared service in lieu of the present practice

of purchasing CT services from civilian facilities in the area (See Appendix 4

for full details). The only known involvement with mobile CT scanning

capability Is on a purchased basis from commercial suppliers or, as indicated
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earlier, to supply interim or backup capability to sites within the

jurisdiction of Headquarters, Health Services Comnand (55,61).
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CRITERIA

The feasibility of utilizing a single mobile CT scanning unit to replace

services currently purchased from sources or to preempt installation of fixed

units at VAMC and BJACH depends primarily on cost criteria and secondarily on

peripherally related issues. The following specific criteria will be utilized

to assess feasibility.

1. The mobile CT unit must be capable of meeting present and projected

demand of all three facilities within its expected availability parameters.

2. The cost per scan, to include all identifiable factors, must be equal

to or less than either of the twc competing alternatives, i.e., purchae -rom

commercial sources er fixed installation at VAYC and PJACII.

3. Overall savings potential for the mobile CT Unit must be oqual to or

greater than 10% of the fixed instolJations and attendant operating cot,.

4. In the absence of a minimum 10% savings in cost, the evat,' ,iCn of

related isies must confer a clear advantage to the mobile CT can optiLev fkr

it to be declared feasible.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Basic research will be accomplished through review of all available references

and interviews with manufacturer's representatives and owner-operators of both

fixed and mobile CT scanning units. The information thus obtained will

provide the raw material for the specific research efforts listed below:

1. Data provided by the three facilities involved in the study (BJACH,

EAFB, and VAMC) will be utilized to determine the range of demand for CT

scanning services. The formula for derivation of potential CT use daveloped

by CF will be applied to summaries of discharge diagnosis by ICD-9-CM code.

The range of demand will be considered to be defined at tie lower end by the

number of actual scans nurchased in FY 83 and it the higher end by the maximum

potential number of scans yielded by application of the GE formnla. Data will

be available by facility and by total requirements.

2. Aggregate cost of the scans that would be purchased by the facilities

will be calculated at the high, low, and mid-points of the range developed in

Srep 1. The average cost per scan will be calculated by dividing the

aggregate cost at each level by the number of scans. The aggregate c'ost is

considered to equal the average price per scan times the number of scans

purchased, plus a corrective factor to cover the cost of transportation of the

patient to and from the service site. That factor will reflect proportional

attendants' salaries and a cost per mile for vehicular transportation, and

will be based on estimated time consumed and distance covered.

3. An average cost per scan will be computed for the alternative of

fixed installation of two scanners. Aggregate cost will include acquisition
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price, installation (including construction), staffing, supplies, maintenance,

and any other identifiable cost contribution over the useful life of the

machine. For EAFB, the transportation factor previously calculated will be

added to the total in proportion to the number of scans at the low-, high- and

mid-point of the range for that facility. Dividing the aggregatc cost by the

number of scans at the three points within the range will yield an average

cost per scan at each level of demand.

4. Aggregate cost and average cost per scan will be computed for the

alternative of a mobile CT scanner. Aggregate cost will include acquisition

price, the cost of any necessary modifications to buildings or other accommo-

dations for the van, staffing, supplies, maintenance, and any other identifi-

able cost contribution over the useful life of the mobile CT scanner. Savings

generated by use of a CT scanner in lieu of other test procedures will be

subtracted from the aggregate cost, to the maximum extent such savings can be

specifically identified. Dividing the aggregate cost by the number of scans

at the low-high, and mid-point of the range will yield an average price per

scan at that volume.

5. Cost per scan will be compared for each alternative at the three

levels of demand identified. These comparisons will determine the economic

feasibility of a mobile CT unit at the various levels of demand considered.

Even though the feasibility of substituting a mobile CT scanner for fixed

installations or purchased services primarily rests on the economic analysis

of the three alternatives, other issues impact on the evaluation. These

issues include medical readiness in the event of hostilities or natural
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disaster relief operations, future funding levels for presently planned

equipment acquisitions, and further advances in medical technology. These and

other pertinent issues will be examined to determine their potential effect on

the feasibility of the mobile option.
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CHAPTER II

DISCUSSION

ESTIMATE OF DEMAND

The first step in assessing the feasibility of the mobile CT option is

estimation of the aggregate demand for CT scans for the three facilities

involved. Leading authors agree that there is no satisfactory method

available to estimate use and therefore rationally acquire CT scanners.

Shapiro and Wyman found estimates for adequate threshold demand ranging from

I
one machine per 375,000 population to one per 750,000. Other authors have

suggested that criteria concerning scans performed per week or hospital bed

capacity are more relevant, but none have been shown to consistently and

accurately estimate CT scan demand. The estimation process followed by most

health care facilities and generally accepted by health planning agencies is

the Leonard Methodology developed at Massachusetts General Hospital with the

cooperation of General Electric, Incorporated, from which its common name, tiae

GE formula, is derived. 2  The basic mechanism used is analysis of the dis-

charge diagnosis as recorded by ICD-9-CM coding for all inpatients for a

single year and identification of all whose primary or secondary diagnosis

would likely have been treated with the use of CT had the service been
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available. A typical worksheet used to identify potential workload is

provided as Appendix 5.

There are significant criticisms of this methodology, however. Since It

yields a theoretical ideal, some authorities consider that it consistently

overestimates actual volume since not every patient with a primary or secon-

dary discharge diagnosis lending itself to CT scanning requires or undergoes

such testing. Another criticism centers on the existence of a whole host of

external factors which affect actual use of a CT scanner at a given location.

These include the availability of other CT scanners and their relative prox-

imity, medical staff composition, charges in case mix, occupancy rate, and

technological advances in CT or other fields. Others regard the lack of a

means to estimate outpatient demand as a serious flaw.

Variance in the form of overestimation is tolerable when demand can be

expressed as a range anchored by a known value. This known value is the

minimum number of scans demanded by the three facilities, represented by

actual usage during the last fiscal year. For purposes of this analysis the

lower limit of the range of demand will be established as the aggregate number

of CT scans purchased by the three facilities in FY 83. Since overestimation

is the flaw in the GE formula, then the estimate obtained from that process

will represent the upper limit of the range. if indeed there is an overes-

timation when only inpatient data is considered the relatively large number of

outpatient tests expected could serve to partially make-up any deficit in

actual inpatient test volume. Additionally, as more uses for CT are
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identified, usage should increase. These two factors, impossible to estimate

from currently available data, could be reasonably be expected to increase

overall demand to levels approximating the estimate obtained by use of the GE

formula in the VA/DOD setting. For this reason, the use of the GE formula is

appropriate for this study, given its proven acceptability among health

planners. Table I summarizes the demand range for each facility with the mean

demand derived by subtracting the estimate of lowest demand from the maximum

demand, dividing that number by two and adding back the minimum demand. The

result shows that annual demand for the three facilities should range from a

minimum 658 scans to a maximum of 2276 scans.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF DEMAND RANGE FOR CT SCANS BY FACIITTY

Maximum
Actual Estimated

Facility Scans Purchased Mean Demand
FY 83

BJACH 286 480 674

EAFB 104 241 378

VAMC 268 746 1224
TOTALS 658 1467 2276
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Patient Transportation Costs

The costs associated with transporting a patient to and from the site where

service is obtained can render an otherwise reasonably priced service unaf-

fordable. For example, if BJACH were to purchase service in Alexandria,

whether from VAMC or a non-federal supplier, the minimum round trip mileage

would be 108 miles. Travel time alone is approximately 2 to 2 hours. A

scan takes, on average, 45 minutes to complete, plus 15 minutes for patient

preparation and clean-up. Some waiting time is almost always incurred. In

May 1984, six patients were transported to Alexandria for CT scans which could

not wait for the mobile CT service to arrive. The four round trips involved

covered 432 miles and required 27 hours, total cost to BJACH of $513.45,

average cost $128.36 per run. The average transportation cost per scan was

$85.58. AlL scans were accomplished at _L Yrancis Cabrini Hospital at a

average cost of $325.00 per scan, bringing the minimum total cost tc S410.58

3per scan.

Transportation by EAFB or VAMC to either of the hospitals in Alexandria

providing service would be less due to the reduced distance to be traveled.

Regardless, the additional cost incurred is significant at any level of

demand. Table II shows average transportation cost by facility to providers

in the area. Full calculations are located at Appendix 6. No provision was
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made for waiting time in the transportation cost estimates. The waiting time

experienced is so variable that no means of estimating it exists and

insufficient records have been maintained in the past to document trends,

although all respondents indicated that scheduled testing suffered from

emergency cases given priority. However, adding in the appropriate average

transportation cost to each cost-per-scan calculated will capture much of this

variability, since frequently more than one patient is transported to the

testing site at one time.
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TABLE II

AVERAGE TRANSPORTATION COSTS FOR COMMON ROUTES

Total Total Minimum
Facility Destination Mileage Time Used Cost

BJACH VAMC 112 2.5 hr $80.69

EAFB 94 2.0 hr 68.66

SFC/RCH 108 2.25 hr 75.94

EAFB VAMC 18 .75 hr 30.76

SFC/RH 14 .75 hr 29.75

BJACH 94 2.0 hr 68.66

VAMC BJACH 112 2.5 hr 80.69

EAFB 18 .75 hr 30.76

SFC/RGH 16 .75 hr 30.26

1 SFC/RGH refers to St. Francis Cabrini or Rapides General Hospitals.
Mileage is measured from standard road maps of Louisiana.

3 Travel time is estimated average transit time based on actual drive of route

to be covered.
Cost is total of cost per mile, at $0.2523 per mile, and time required by

attendants at $7.49/hr each. Cost figures provided courtesy of Directorate of
Transportation, Ft. Polk, LA and Comptroller's Office, BJACH. Uniform
estimate of one hour included for actual scanning time. No time is allowed
for waiting.
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DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES

Presently each of the three facilities involved in this study purchase CT

scanning services from commercial sources, including other hospitals, inves-

tor-owned fixed facilities, or mobile CT units operated by a corporation.

There are currently three main Euppliers, as explained in Chapter 1, providing

the required services. For purposes of deriving a cost-per-scan for compari-

son it will be assumed that EAFB and VAMC purchase all scans either form

Rapides Ceneral Hospital or St. Francis Cabrini Hospital for an average charge

of $400.00 and $300.00 respectively. PJACH is presently utilizing Shared

Medical Resources' Mobile CT service exclusively, with an average charge per

scan of $300.00 since inception, and will be assumed to continue this practice

for purposes of analysis. These prices reflect a mixture of body and head

scans, as well as recent increases in charges by some suppliers. TALLF III

depicts historical data related to cost and volume for each facility. Tt

should be noted that this historical cost does not include transportatien

costs but only those costs related to fee-for-service. Addition of Average

transportation costs for the same period to the results in TABLE ITT would

result in total costs and costs-per-scan as summarized in TABLE IV.
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TABLE III
FY 83 ChARGE AND SCAN VOLUME

DATA BY FACILITY

Average Cost

Facility Scans Purchased Total Charges Per Scan

BJACH 286 $80,573 $281.72

EAFB 104 38,295 $368.22

VAMC 268 93,800 $350.00

TOTALS 658 $212,668 $323.20

TAPLE IV
FY 83 TOTAL COST AND COST PER SCAN
PY FACILITY, TRANSPORTATION INCLUDED

Scans Purchas Total 2 Total Cost-

Facility Purchased Charges Transportation Cost Cost Per-Scan

BJACH 286 S80,573 $36,608 117,1EF $409.72

EAFB 104 38,295 3,904 41,389 397.97

VAMC 268 93,800 8,110 i61l,1u 380.26

TOTALS 658 $212,668 47,812 $260,480 $3q5.87

Data provided courtesy of BJACH, EAFB, and VMC comptrollers.
2 Per-scan transportation cost from Table II.
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Several alternatives to this status quo exist. One alternative is the instal-

lation of a single fixed CT scanner at one of the two sites large enough to

accept it, that is, at BJACH or VAMC. All three facilities could contribute

to the purchase and installation costs on a pro rata basis according to their

respective projected usage. The host facility would then be further reim-

bursed for the operating costs incurred during scans completed for each of the

other two facilities, again on a pro rata basis determined by actual usage

This would not be a most satisfactory solution, however, since two of the

three facilities would still experience transportation costs. This has been a

distinct and generally fatal drawback to such shared service arrangements

implemented elsewhere, as explained in Chapter 1. it would provide little

apparent incentive to whichever of the two facilities, FJACH or VANC, that did

not have a scanner installed to actually use the service thus pLovided. For

this reason, this alternative is not considered to provide a material

advantage Ere will therefore be considered as nonviable.

A second alternative is the solution presently anticipated, that of instalia-

tion of two fixed CT scanners, one each at PIACH and VANC. EAFR would be

assumed to utilize only the facilities at VAMC since it would be irrational

from both an economic and a practical standpoint to do otherwise. Transporta-

tion costs would be minimized, since only FFB would transport patients.

Emergency CT scans would be readily available, and patient care thereby

enhanced. The opportunity for cost sharing and ovtrall reduction in cost to

the government would be minimal.
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The final alternative to be considered in this study is the shared purchase

and use of a mobile CT unit to serve each facility on-site. The unit would

consist of a CT scanner satisfactory to each of the three cooperating facil-

ities, outfitted in a mobile environment. Several designs are available, with

both tractor trailer and self contained modes. Regardless of the mode chosen,

each facility to be served would require a level driveway ef sufficient size,

load capacity and ready access to accommodate the vehicle, plus provision for

a power line to go to the CT unit. Some means of protecting prtients from

adverse weather should be provided, such as an awning or covered walkway.

Fulfillment of these requirements would demand some minor construction to be

funded by each facility as a part oi the overal Fackage. Staffing of the

mobile CT unit would require one x-ray technician, either a civilian employee

in the grade GS 7 or a military technician in grade E5 or ahc,ve, and a motor

vehicle operator, civilian grade WG 6 or above or military E5 or above.

Training of these perscnnel would require one to two months OJT, tnen ,,ur to

six months actual experience before they would be fully competont. Trairing

could be procured from the CT manufacturer, the mobile unit manufacturer, and

rror. fixed CT installatiors. Radiologists trained in CT are presentiv

available at both PJACH and VAMC, arid could provide coverage to EAFP. Some

provision for backup personnel would be required, in the event of illness or

other unprogrammed absences. A brochure describing products by Lilis and

Watts, the leading manufacturer of mobile CT units, is provided as Appendix 7

for further information regarding features f the unit.
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COST PER-SCAN ANALYSIS

Cost-per-scan is the most valid standard of comparison for the three

alternatives presented, so long as all identifiable cost components are

included in the gross cost estimate for each alternative. Also important is

the requirement to set comparable parameters for each alternative, otherwise a

false conclusion could be reached through failure to consider all aspects of a

proposed solution. For purposes of this analysis, the following are key

parameters which must be held equal all alternatives to which they aprly.

Useful Life of Equipment. For CT scanners, the life of the equipment may

be expressed in two ways: expected number of years before the equipment

becomes uneconomical to operate and maintain, or technological

obsolescence. The first of these, based or phvsical condition of the

equipment, is assumed to be ten years by most users. In fact, there is

no standard, since whole body CT apparatus has been in existence only

some eight years or less. Technological obsolescence, on tile other hand,

Is expected to occur within five years. For mobile CT, a dual system is

necessary if the equipment is trailer-mounted. The CT scanner itself is

assigned a ten year lifespan, but the tractor is only assumed to last

five years. For a integrated mobile unit resembling a large recreational

vehicle, the useful life is calculated at seven years. Again, since

mobile CT only began in 1979, no firm standara exists. This analysis

will assume a useful life of ten years for the CT scanner itself, whether
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fixed or mobile, and a five year life for the tractor of a trailer

mounted CT unit.

Staffing for Unit. In order to maintain equality for both fixed and

mobile alternatives, appropriate staffing for each will be included as

part of the annual cost of opeiation. Each unit, regardless of whether

fixed or mobile, will be considered to require a radiologist, in Crade

GS-lI, step 5 with equivalency pay of $5,000 added, two GS-7, step 5, CT

operator/x-ray technicians, and for the mobile CT alternative only, a

WG-6, step 3 motor vehicle operator on a part-time basis. Benefits will

equal 11% of direct pay.

Maintenance. Both the fixed and mobile CT alternative will include the

price of an annual maintenance contract with the manufacturer in the

annual cost data. No warranty except that provided by the contract will

be considered to exist.

Transportation. Transportation costs will be added wherever appropriate.

Costs used will be those calculated previously and displayed in Table II.

Supply Cost. The average supply cost for a single Cr scan has been

calculated to fall within a range of $12-li by the Comptroller's Office,

BJACH. For purposes of analysis, the supply cost will be considered to

be $15.00 tor both fixed and mobile CT scans. Since all facilities

buy from government contracts, this average figure is considered
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appropriate for all three facilities.

Price Data. Dollar figures quoted for each option are current prices.

No attempt is made to project price data beyond 1984. The fact that

medical costs rise more quickly than the CPI index is much publicized,

but the trend for the recent past has been for the rate of increase for

medical costs to decline. The advent of Medicare payments based on DRGs

and voluntary cost control measures within the industry will have an

unknown effect on the future price structure. Therefore comparisons will

be made on current prices, with the full knowledge that the direction of

future changes is quite uncertain.
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ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

Continued Purchase of CT Services. This option represents the status quo,

wherein no installation or use of an owned CT unit is considered.

Calculations are completed on the basis of current purchasing patterns

according to the following formulas:

1. Total Cost Formula

Total Scans Purchased by Facility (at levels 1, 2, or 3)
X

Percent Purchased from Supplier (from Table IV)
X

Average Charge Per Scan by Supplier (From page 32)
+

Transportation Cost (Average Transportation Cost X Number of Scans)
+

Supply Cost (Average Supply Cost Per Scan = $15.00)

Total Cost

2. Cost Per Scan Formula

Total Cost

Total Scans Purchased by all Facilities

Average Cost Per Scan

Full calculations are included as Appendix 8. A summary is provided as Table

VI. Interestingly, the average cost per scan increases slightly as the volume

increases, the reverse of the normally expected situation under conditions of

variable price and increasing volume. This is accounted for by a more rapid

increase in demand for scans by VAMC which are purchased at a higher average
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price, than for the other facilities, outstripping the balancing effect of

lower average prices paid by BJACH.

TABLE V
ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SCAN VOLUME

PURCHASED, BY SUPPLIER AND FACILITY

Supplier Facility

BJACH EAFB VAMC
RGH -0- 10 10

SFC 5 90 90

SMR 95 -0- -0-
100 100 100

TABLE VI
AVERAGE COST PER SCAN AT DEMAND LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3

FOR COMMERCIAL PURCHASE OF SERVICES

Demand Level Scans Purchased Average Cost Per Scan

1 658 $356.96

2 1467 $362.38

3 2276 $365.92
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Fixed Installation of CT Scanners at BJACH and VAMC. Calculation of estimated

costs for this alternative is based on actual 1984 dollar cost figures for

current installations provided from HQ, HSC and VACO, for BJACH and VAMC

respectively. Acquisition costs, to include facility modification, are

amortized over 10 years. Annual operating costs reflect the second and

subsequent years of use, after the manufacturer's warranty has lapsed. Costs

are summarized in the following pro forma statement:

PRO FORMA STATEMENT

PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF CT SCANNERS

BJACH (GE9800) VAMC (Siemens DR-3)
Fixed Costs:
Acquisition 975,000 771,000
Facility
Modifications 225,000 440,000

Special Software -0- 18,000
TOTAL Fixed Costs 1,200,000 1,229,000

ANNUAL ALLOCATION of
Fixed Costs 120,000 122,900

(10 yr Base)

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS:
Maintenance 120,000 120,000

Salaries
I-GS-li, Step 5 35,200 35,200

2-GS-7, Step 5 40,850 40,850
ANNUAL BASE
OPERATING COSTS $196,050 $196,050

TOTAL ANNUAL
COST: $316,050 $318,950

Combined Annual Cost Base: 635,000
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Variable costs dependent on scan volume have not been included in this pro

forma, but are included in the total cost computation provided as Table VII,

showing total cost for each level of demand. Table VIII provides an average

cost per scan at each demand level. As expected, the average cost per scan

decreases dramatically as scan volume increases. The average cost per scan at

the lowest (Level I) demand is 328% of the cost at the upper limit (Level 3.)
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TABLE VII
TOTAL COST DATA FOR DEMAND LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3

FOR FIXED INSTALLATION OF TWO CT SCANNERS

Level Supply Cost Transportation Base Total
1 9870 + 3120 + 635,000 = 635,990

2 22005 + 7230 + 635,000 = 664,235

3 34140 + 11340 + 635,000 = 678,480

TABLE VIII
AVERAGF COST PER SCAN DATA AT DEMAND LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3

FOR FIXED INSTALLATION OF TWO CT SCANNERS

Average Cost
Level Total Cost Projected Volume Per Scan
1 $647,990 - 658 = $984.79

2 664,235 - 1467 = 452.78

3 678,480 - 2276 = 298.10
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Joint Purchase and use of Mobile CT Unit. The mobile CT unit used to illus-

trate this alternative is an Ellis and Watts product housing a GE 9800 scan-

ner. This unit is identical to one recently purchased by Headquarters, Health

Services Command, Ft Sam Houston, Texas (HSC) to initialiy providt CT services

at Darnall Army Hospital at Ft. Hood, Texas. The cost used is the actual cost

resulting from that purchase as provided by HSC. Since no tractor was

included in that purchase, a standard US Army 5 ton tractor capable of

transporting the mobile CT unit was added to the acquisition costs to provide

mobility. Cost data for that vehicle, to include operating costs, was

provided by the Directorate of Transportation, Ft. Polk, LA. Facility modi-

fication was estimated at $10,000 per modification, or $30,000 total. The

following pro forma statement summarizes acquisition and non-variable

operating costs for the mobile CT unit.
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PRO FORMA STATEMENT
PURCHASE AND OPERATION OF MOBILE CT UNIT

Fixed Costs:

Acquisition of Unit $1, 170,000

Acquisition of Tractor 23,364

Facility Modifications 30,000

TOTAL of Fixed Costs $1,223,364

Allocation of Costs:
CT Unit and Modifications
Over 10 year Life $120,000

Tractor (Useful Life 5 Years) 4,673
Total Annual Allocation of
Fixed Costs $124,673

Annual Operating Costs:
Maintenance Contract $120,000
Salaries

1 GS-11, Step 5 35,200

2 GS-7, Step 5 40,850

1 part-time WC6, Step 3
at 10.49 per hour 10,910

Vehicle Operation

150 mi/wk at 1.68!mile 13,104

Total Annual Operating Cost Base 220,064

TOTAL ANNUAL COST BASE 344,737
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Vehicle operation is considered to be one round trip weekly at 150 miles total

distance covered. The motor vehicle operator is costed at half-time, or 20

hours per week for 52 weeks per year. Addition of variable supply costs to

the tase cost yields a tol-l cost at each level of demand. No transportation

costs are included since it is assumed that the mobile CT will service eacb

facility on-site. Table IX shows the addition of variable supply costs and

calculation of the total cost for this alternative. Table X portrays the

calculation of average cost per scan tor the mobile CT alternative.

TABLE IX
TOTAL COST AT EACH DEMAND LEVEL FOR

THE MOBILE CT ALTERNATIVE

Demand Supply Base Total
evel Cost Cost Cost
1 $9870 + 344,737 = $354,607

2 22005 + 344,737 = 366,742

3 34140 + 344,737 = 378,877

TABLE X
AVERAGE COST PER SCAN FOR

MOBILE CT

Demand Total Projected Average Cost
Level Cost Volume Per Scan
1 $354,607 - 658 = $538.92

2 366,742 - 1467 = 249.99

3 378,877 - 2276 = 166.47
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Footnotes Chapter 2

1. Stuart H. Shapiro and Stanley M. Wyman, "CAT Fever", The New England
Journal of Medicinc 299 (April 22, 1976): 955.

2. American Hospital Association (AHA), Hospital Technical Series
Guideline Report: CT Scanners (Chicago: American Hospital Association, 1978),
pg. 39.

3. Financial information provided here and throughout the entire text
has been provided by the Comptroller's Office at the three facilities
involved, except where specifically accredited to another source.
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CHAPTER Ill

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Pros and Cons of Mobile CT

The average cost per scan data derived in the preceeding chapter is summarized

in Table XI. The evidence concerning cost-effectiveness is conclusive; a

considerable cost advantage occurs to the mobile CT alternative over two fixed

installations at every level tested and over commercial purchase at all but

the lowest demand tested. Examination of the data reveals that for any total

demand in excess of 1000 scans annually, the mobile CT alternative surpasses

any other tested alternative for cost-effectiveness and at Level 2 demand,

1467 scans, the savings is approximately 30% over the nearest competitor, a

sum of $165,000. That this level of demand is feasible car be demonstrated by

the increase in demand experienced at BJACH after only three months of

utilization of mobile CT through Shared Medical Resources.

From the FY 83 level of 286 scans for the whole year, the rate of utilization

has increased to nearly 15 scans per week, or an annual rate of 750 to 800

scans. Mr. Betts of Shared Medical Resources contends that this is a normal

occurance once physicians become accustomed to the availability of the CT

service on-site, and his words are certainly borne out by the events at BJACH.
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This savings potential far exceeds that stipulated, 10%, to make mobile CT

feasible and justifies prima facie acceptance of the alternative as the most

cost-effective of those vxamined.

TABLE XI
SUMMARY OF COSTS PER SCAN

AT LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3

Purchase of Two Fixed One Mobile
Level Services Installations CT Unit
1 $356.96 $984.79 $538.92

2 362.38 L52.78 249.99

3 3b5.92 298.10 166.47

Mobile CT presents other advantages to the Federal sector be!vides

cost-effectiveness on a cost per scan basis. Shared services of this nature

decrease the capital expenditures reiuired to obtain the ltest technology,

reduces the cost of health care and thereby maximizes the utility of the tax

dollar. It permits delivery of the best possihle care to beneficiaries of

Federal health programs without contributing to expensive over-capacity.

Services can be provided without interruption due to construction, rcnovation,

or natural disaster affecting power supplies. A single staff can serve

several health care facilities, reducing de2mand for scarce skills in the labor

market as a whole and preserving valuable manpower spaces at participating

institution.

The unique advantage offered the Department of Defense by pursuing a shared

mobile CT program is enhanced medical readiness. The upgrade of field
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medicine capabilities is an announced goal of the Army Medical Department.

Inclusion of some form of mobile CT capability in the equipment of major

deployable medical units has been under study by members of the Directorate of

Combat Developments in the Academy of Health Sciences, Ft Sam Houston, Texas.

Procurement and utilization of mobile CT units in the VA/DOD health care

setting could provide immediately available equipment and a pool of trained

personnel for deployment to troubled areas.

Even though the potential savings documented in this study are significant,

further savings are possible. Civilian staffing could be reduced by use of

military technicians, which would also contribute to medical readiness. Prime

movers, such as the 5 ton tractor included in the cost analysis, could be

drawn from servicing rotor pools instead of being purchased and dedicated to

the mobile CT unit or a full time tasis. A final category of potential

savings exists in the likely reduction 4n use of other testing procedures an

hospital lengths of stays. As dccumented in the Literature Review portion of

Chapter 1, studies have documented savings exceed'ng $200 per scan comparce to

costs of alternative testing procedures, in addition to providing more safe,

comfortale diagnosis to patients. The amount of savings cannot be

meaingfully Estimated with available information, but promises to be

substantial if the cited studies are accurate.

As enticing as the arguments are for procurement of mobile CT capability,

there are potential drawbacks as well. The most obvious of these is the

interruption in service if the scanner unit or its conveyance fails. Although
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availability is reputed to be 95 or better, with no backup unit available a

3
prolonged lapse in service is possible. If the unit were to fail, scans

would be delayed or purchased on an emergency basis. The same possibility

exists even if the mobile CT unit was functioning properly, since some 2% of

scans could be expected to be of such urgency to be deemed emergencies. Thus,

complete dependence on the mobile CT scan would not be possible.

Mobility itself can be a disadvantage, in that the unit is exposed to

potential damage from accidents in transit or the elements. Routes must be

picked with care to minimize road hazards and obstacles such as bridges with

limited capacity or low clearance overpasses. Aithough the van is designed

with a special suspension to control ride and protect the unit, rough pavement

and human error can render these protections useless. Still, such hazards

themselves are not so great as to threaten the feasibility of the mobile CT

alternative as judged by the proven success of commercial units.

On balance, the drawbacks do not come close to negating advantages derived

from use of mobile CT capability. The inescapable conclusion is that it is a

viable, cost effective means of providing up-to-date technology to small

facilities whose workload cannot alone justify expenditure of the sums

necessary to secure installed CT services.
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Implementation of Shared Mobile CT in the DA/DOD Setting

Having concluded that use of a mobile CT unit is both feasible and desirable,

the question becomes how the shared service aspect is to be implemented.

Specific guidance for the implementation of a shared service where procurement

of additional capacity is involved is provided in the Memorandum of

Understanding between the Veterans' Administration and the Department of

Defense, Article III, paragraph 102. In essence, acquisition of the

equipment, in this case a mobile CT unit, must be approved through normal

budgeting procedures. Procurement requests can be based on pooled projected

workload from a sharing agreement, however, the sharing agreement itself

cannot be submitted for approval until the permission and/or funding necessary

to acquire the new equipment is granted. The full text of the agreement is

included at Appendix 9.

One incentive provided by Congress under Public Law 97-174 is the retention of

savings or reimbursements earned at the local level under appropriate

agreement. A draft VA/DOD Health Care Resources Sharing Guideline indicates

that first-year savings could be retained by the two DOD facilities, but

retention would be subject to further guidance by DOD in later years. (See

Appendix 10, paragraph F(8) for full explanation of conditions.) Since the

total savings are estimated at $165,000 or more annually, it is not an

inconsequential amount, even when shared among three facilities.
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The most advantageous implementation process would call for a lead contracting

agency, representing any of the three Federal Facilities to submit all

necessary applications for procurement and funding. This lead agency should

be selected based on which deals with the most advantageous rules in

procurement of expensive medical items.

When approved, a sharing agreement would be concluded, the CT scanner procured

and put into use. Procurement, staffing, and operational matters would be

handled by the lead contractor for the Federal facilities. Reimbursement

would then flow from the other facilities and be credited to that facility.

Alternatively, the other facilities would provide a pro rata share of the

purchase price and reimburse the lead contractor only for expenses related to

staffing and operation on an actual cost per scan basis. BJACH is in this

author's opinion, the most advantageous choice as the lead contractor because

of the apparent immediacy in availability of MEDCASE funds though

Headquarters, Health Services Command and because of the designation of Ft

Polk as a participant in the Model Installation Program.

Regardless of the agent chosen to implement this shared service, the net

effect will be of benefit to all. The health care facilities will benefit

from enhanced treatment capability, nd beneficiaries will enjoy safer

diagnostic testing without inconvenience. The respective agencies will

benefit from lowered requirements for capital investment, and the Federal

government will have lowered the cost of health care provided to many of its

beneficiaries. More importantly, our tax dollars will have been used to the
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maximum utility. This is an idea whose time has come for use in the Federal

health care arena.
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Veterans' Administration and Department of Defense Health

Resources Sharing and Emergency Act.



PUBLIC LAW 97-174-MAY 4,1982

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION AND DE-
PARTMENT OF DEFENSE HEALTH RE-
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OPERATIONS ACT
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Public Law 97-174
97th Congress

An Act
May 4, 1982 To amend title 38, United States Code, to promote greater sharing of health-care

[S. 2661 resources between the Veterans' Administration and the Department of Defense
and to direct the Secretary of Defense and the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs
to plan for the provision of health care by the Veterans' Administration during
periods of war or national emergency to members of the Armed Forces on active
duty; and for other purpos.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Veterans' United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
Administration be cited as the "Veterans' Administration and Department of
and Department
or Defense Defense Health Resources Sharing and Emergency Operations Act".
Health Szc. 2. (a) The Congress makes the following findings:
Seaurga (1) There are opportunities for greater sharing of the health-
Emergency care resources of the Veterans Administration and the Depart-
Operations Act ment of Defense which would, if achieved, be beneficial to both
38 USC 101 note. veterans and membersof the Armed Forces and could result in
38 USC 50l reduced costs to the Government by minimizing duplication
note. and underuse of health-ca resources.

(2) Present incentives to encourage such sharing of health-
care resources are inadequate.

(3) Such sharing of health-cam resources can be achieved
without a detrimental effect on the primary health-care benefi-
ciaries of the Veterans' Administration and the Department of
Defense.

38 USC 5011A (b) The Congress makes the following further findings:
note. (1) During and immediately after a period of war or national

emergency involving the use of the Armed Forces of the
United States in armed conflict, the Department of Defense
might not have adequate health-care resources to care for
military personnel wounded in combat and other active-duty
military personnel.

(2) The Veterans' Administration has an extensive, compre-
hensive health-care system that could be used to assist the
Dorp--tment of Defense in caring for such personnel in such a
situation.

SEC. 3. (a) Section 5011 of title 38,, United States Code, is
amended-

(1) by inserting "(a)" before "The Administrator" the first
place it appears;

(2) by st'i out "and material" and all that follows
through "this title," and inserting in lieu thereof "material,
and other resources as may be needed to operate such facilities
properly, except that the Administrator may not enter into an
agreement that would result (1) in a permanent reduction in
the total number of authorized Veterans' Administration hos-
pital beds and nursing home beds to a level below the mini-
mum number of such beds rquired by section 5010(a)(1) of this

38 USC 5010. title to be authorized, or (2) m a permanent reduction in the
total number of such beds operated and maintained to a level
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below the minimum number of such beds required by such sec-
tion to be operated and maintained"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new subsections:
'(bXl) In order to promote the sharing of health-care resources Veterans'

between the Veterans' Administration and the Department of Administration/Department of
Defense (hereinafter in this section referred to as the 'agencies'), Defens Health-
there is established an interagency committee to be known as the Care Rkoures
Veterans' Administration/Department of Defense Health-Care Sharing Corn-
Resources Shaiing Committee (hereinafter in this subsection mittee.
referred to as the 'Committee'). Establishment.

"(2) The Committee shall be composed of-
"(A) the Chief Medical Director and such other officers and

employees of the Veterans' Administration as the Chief Medi-
cal Director may designate; and

"(B) the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs
(hereinafter in this section referred to as the 'Assistant Secre-
tary') and such other officers and employees of the Department
of Defense as the Assistant Secretary may designate,

except that the size of the Committee shall be mutually determined
by the Chief Medical Director and the Assistant Secretary. During
f=scal years 1982 and 1983, the Chief Medical Director shall be thechairman of the Committee. During fiscal year 1984, the Assistant

Secretary shall be the chairman of the Committee. Thereafter, the
chairmanship of the Committee shall alternate each fiscal year
between the Chief Medical Director and the Assistant Secretary.
The agencies shall provide administrative support services for the
Committee at a level sufficient for the efficient operation of the
Committee and shall share the responsibility for the provision of
such services on an equitable basis.

"(3) In order to enable the Committee to make recommendations Duties.
under pararaph (4) of this subsection, the Committee shall or; a
continuing basis-

"(A) review existing policies, procedures, and practices relat-
ing to the sharing of health-care resources between the
agencies;

"(B) identiiy and assess further opportunities for the sharing
of health-care resources between the agencies that would not,
in the judgment of the Committee, adversely affect the range
of services, the quality of care, or the established priorities for
care provided by either agency;

"(C) identify changes in policies, procedures, and practices
that would, in the judgment of the Committee, promote such
sharing of health-care resources between the agencies;

"(D) monitor plans of the agencies for the acquisition of addi-
tional health-care resources, including the location of new
facilities and the acquisition of major equipment, in order +o
assess the potential impact of such plans on further opportuni-
ties for such sharing of health-care resources; and

"(E) monitor the implementation of activities designed to
promote the sharing of health-care resources between the
agencies.

"(4) Within nine months of the date of the enactment of this sub- Recommenda-
section and at such times thereafter as the Committee considers tions to VA
appropriate, the Committee shall make recommendatiors to the Administrator or

apprpritethe ommtte shal mke ecomendtios totheDODSecretary.Administrator or the Secretary of Defense, or both, with respect to
(A) changes in policies, procedures, and practices that the Commit-
tee has identified under paragraph (3)XC) of this subsection pertain-
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ing to the sharing of health-care resources described in such para-
graph, and (B) such other matters as the Committee considers
appropriate in order to promote such sharing of health-care
resources.Health-care "(cX 1) After considering the recommendations made under sub-

resources section (bX4) of this section, the Administrator and the Secretary ofsharingguidelines. Defense shall jointly establish guidelines to promote the sharing of
guideines, health-care resources between the agencies. Guidelines established

under this subsection shall provide for such sharing consistent with

the health-care responsibilities of the Veterans' Adrinistrtionunder this title and with the health-care responsibilities of the
10 usC: 1071 et Department of Defense under chapter 55 of title 10 and so as not to

adversely affect the range of services, the quality of care, or theestablished priorities for care provided by either agency.
"(2) Guidelines established under paragraph (1) of this subsection

shall authorize the heads of individual medical facilities of the
agencies to enter into health-care resources sharing agreements in

accordance with subsection (d) of this section and shall include
guidelines for such agreements.

Sharing ' (dX1) The head of each medical facility of either agency is
agreementa authorized to enter into sharing agreements with the heads of

medical facilities of the other agency in accordance with guidelines
established under subsection (c) of this section. Under any such
agreement, an individual who is a primary beneficiary of one
agency may be provided health care at a facility of the other
agency that is a party to the sharing agreement.

" (2) Each such agreement shall identify the health-care resources
to be shared.

"(3) Each such agreement shall provide, and shall specify proce-

dures designed to ensure, that the availability of direct health care
to individuals who are not primary beneficiaries of the providing
ageny (A) is on a referral basis from the facilit of the other
agency, and (B) does not (as determined by the hea dof the facility
of the providing agency) adversely affect the range of services, the
quality of care, or the established priorities for care provided to the
prmary beneficiaries of the providing agency.

Reimbursemnent. *(4) Each such agreement shall provide that a providing agency
shall be reimbursed for the cost of the health-care resources pro-
vided under the agreement and that the rate for such reimburse-
ment shall be determined in accordance with the methodology
agreed to pursuant to subsection (e) of this section.

Agreement "(5) Each proosal for an agreement under paragraph (1) of this
ppss subsection sha be suvmitted to the Cahief Medcal Director and the
submittal. Assistant Secretary and shall be effective as an agreement in

accordance with its terms (A) on the forty-sixth day after the
receipt of such proposal by both such officials, unless earlier disap-
proved by either such official, or (B) if earlier approved by both

-_ j c officials,&~h flY- " "_"- "7 la-r:-'=.Reimbursement "(e) Reimbursement under any sharing a lment entered into
methodologfy under subsection (d) of this section shall be based upon a method-
provmonL olegy that is agreed upon by the Chief Medical Director and the

Assistant Secretary and that provides appropriate flexibility to the
heads of the facilities concerned to take into account local condi-
tions and needs and the actual costs to the fprviding agency's
quadlity of careorthe tablish.. ,d t . An fy funds received
through such a reimbursement shall ie credited to funds that have
been allotted to the facility that provided the care or services.
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"(f) At the time the President's Budget is transmitted to Con. Report to
gress in any year pursuant to section 201(a) of the Budget and Congrew.

Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 11(a)), the Administrator and the
Secretary of Defense shall submit a joint report to Congress on the
implementation of this section during the fiscal year that ended
during the previous calendar year. Each such report shall
include-"(1) the guidelines prescribed under subsection (c) of this sec-

tion (and any revision of such guidelines,,
"(2) the assessment of further opportunities identified under

clause (B) of subsection (bX3) of this section for sharing of
health-care resources between the agencies;

"(3) any recommendation made under subsection (bX4) of this
section during such fiscal year,

"(4) a review of the sharing agreements entered into under
subsection (d) of this section and a summary of activities under
such agreements during such fiscal year;

"(5) a summary of other planning and activities involving
either agency in connection with promoting the coordination
and sharing of Federal health-cate resources during the pre-
ceding fiscal year;, and

"(6) such recommendations for legislation as the Administra-
tor and the Secretary consider appropriate to facilitate the
sharing of health-care resources between the agencies.

"(g) For the purposes of this section: Definitions.
"(1) The term 'beneficiary' means a person who is a primary

beneficiary of the Veterans' Administration or of the Depart-
ment of Defense.

"(2) The term 'direct health care' means health care pro-
vided to a beneficiary in a medical facility operated by the Vet:
erans' Administration or the Department of Defense.

"(3) The term 'head of a medical facility' (A) with respect to
a medical facility of the Veterans' Administration, means the
director of the facility, and (B) with respect to a medical facil-
ity of the Department of Defense, means the medical or dental
officer in charge or the contract surgeon in charge.

"(4) The term 'health-care resource' includes hospital care,
medical services, and rehabilitative services, as those terms are
defined in paragraphs (5), (6), and (8), respectively, of section
601 of this title, any other health-care service, and any health-
care support or administrative resource.

"(5) The term 'primary beneficiazy (A) with respect to the
Veterans' Administration means a person who is eligible under
this title (other than under section 611(b) or 613 or subsection 38 USC ,11,. ,13.
(d) of this section) or any other provision of law for care or
services in Veterans' Administration medical facilities, and (B)
with respect to the Department of Defense, means a member
or former member of the Armed Forces who is eligible for care
under section 1074 of title 10.

"(6) The term 'providing agency' means the Veterans'
Administration, in the case of care or services furnished by a
facility of the Veterans' Administration, and the Department
of Defense, in the case of care or services furnished by a facil-
ity of the Department of Defense.".

(bXl) The heading of such section is amended to read as follows: 38 USC 5011.
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" 5011. Sharing of Veterans' Administration and Dep:artment of
Defense health-care resources".

(2) The item relating to such section in the table of se ctions at
the beginning of chapter 81 of such title is amended to read as
follows:

"5011. Sharing of Veterans' Administration and Department of Defensb health-care
resources,".

38 USC 5011 (c) The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs shall
note. consult regularly with the Surgeons General of the Army, Navy,

and Air Force in carrying out the duties and functions assigned to
the Assistant Secretary in section 5011 of title 38, United States
Code, as amended by subsection (a) of this section.

38 USC 5011 (d) The guidelines required to be established under subsection (c)
note. of section 5011 of title 38, United States Code, as added by subsec-

tion (a) of this section, shall initially' be established not later than
twelve months after the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEc. 4. (a) Chapter 81 of title 38, United States Code, is amended
by inserting after section 5911 the following new section:

38 USC 501IA. " 5011A. Furnishing of health-care services to members of the
Armed Forces during a war or national emergency

"(aX1) During and immediately following a period of war, or a
period of national emergency declared by the President or the Con-
gress that involves the use of the Armed Forces in armed conflict,
the Administrator may furnish hospital care, nursing home care,
and medical services to members of the Armed Forces on active
duty. The Administrator may give a higher priority to the furnish-
ing of care and services under this section than to the furnishing of
care and 'services to any other group of persons eligible for care
and services in medical facilities of the Veterans' Administration
with the exception of veterans with service-connected disabilities.

Definitions. "(2) For the purposes of this section, the terms 'hospital care','nursing home care', and 'medical services' have the meanings
38 USC 601, 101. given such terms by sections 601(5), 101(28), and 601(6) of this title,

respectively.
Contracts with "(bXl) During a period in which the Administrator is authorized
private facilities, to furnish care and services to members of the Armed Forces under

subsection (a) of this section, the Administrator, to the extent
authorized by the President and subject to the availability of
appropriations or reimbursements under subsection (c) of this sec-
tion, may enter into contracts with private facilities for the provi-
sion during such period by such facilities of hospital care and
medical services described in paragraph (2) of this subsection.

"(2) Hospital care and medical rervices referred to in paragraph
(1) of this subsection are-

"(A) hospital care and medical services authorized under th;q
title for a veteran and necessary for the care or treatment of a
condition for which the veteran is receiving medical services at
a Veterar'' Administration facility under subsection (f) or (g)

38 USC 612. of section 612 of this title, in a case in which the delay
involved in furnishing such care or services at such Veterans
Administration facility or at any other Veterans' Administra-
tion facility reasonably accessible to the veteran would, in the
judgment of the Chief Medical Director, be likely to result in a
deterioration of such condition; and

"(B) hospital care for a veteran who-
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"(i) is receiving hospital care under section 610 of this
title; or 38 USC 610.

"(ii) is eligible for hospital care under such section and
requires such care in a medical emergency that poses a
serious threat to the life or health of the veteran;

if Veterans' Administration facilities are not capable of fur-
nishing or continuing to furnish the care required because of
the furnishing of care and services to members of the Armed
Forces under subsection (a) of this section.

"(cXI) The cost of any care or services provided by the Veterans' Care or service
Administration under subsection (a) of this section shall be reim- costs.
bursed to the Veterans' Administration by the Department of reimbursement.

Defense at such rates as may be agreed upon by the Administrator
and the Secretary of Defense based on the cost of the care or serv-
ices provided.

"(2) Amounts received under this subsection shall be credited to
funds allotted to the Veterans' Administration facility that pro-
vided the care or services.

"(dx1) Not later than six months after the date of the enactment Plans
of this section, the Administrator and the Secretary of Defense implementation.
shall enter into an agreement to plan and establish procedures and
guidelines for the implementation of this section. Not later than Submittal to
one year after the date of the enactment of this section, the Admin- congressional
istrator and the Secretary shall complete plans for such implemen- committees.
tation and shall submit such plans to the Committees on Veterans'
Affairs and on Armed Services of the Senate and House of
Representatives.

"(2) The Administrator and the Secretary of Defense shall jointly Review and
review such plans not less often than annually thereafter and shall report
report to such committees any modification in such plans within
thirty days after the modification is agreed to.

"(e) The Administrator shall prescribe regulations to govern any Regulation5.
exercise of the authority of the Administrator under subsections (a)
and (b) of this section and of the Chief Medical Director under sub-
section (bX2XA) of this section.

"(f) Within thirty days after a declaration of a period of war or Reports to
national emergency described in subsection (a) of this section (or as congressional
soon after the end of such thirty-day period as is reasonably practi- committees
cable), the Administrator shall submit to the Committees on Vete.-
vas' Affairs of the Senate and House of Representatives a report on
the Administrator's allocation of facilities and personnel in order
to provide priority hospital care, nursing home care, and medical
services under this section to members of the Armed Forces. There-
after, with respect to any fiscal year in which the authority in sub-
section (b) of this section to enter into contracts with private
facilities has been used, the Administrator shall report within
ninety days after the end of such fiscal year to those committees
regarding the extent of, and the circumstances under which, such
authority was used.".

(b) The table of sections at the beginning of such chapter is
amended by inserting after the item relating to section 5011 the
following new item:
"5011A. Furnishing of health-care services to members of the Armed Forces during

a war or national emergency.".
SEc. 5. (a) Section 1786(a) of title 38, United States Code, is

amended by adding at the end the following nev paragraph:
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°"(8) Notwithstanding any otherp ovision of law L'nle:s enacted
in express limitation of this giagiiph, funds in jho Veterans'
Administration readjustment benefits account shall be available for
payments under paragraph (1) of this subsection for Pursuit of a
program of education exclusively by correspondence in which the
veteran or spouse or surviving spouse enrolls after September 30,
1981.".

Effective date. (b) The amendment made by sub (a) of this section shall
38 tsc 176 take effect as of October 1, 1981. - 1.-, -

Richard L. Sac. 6. The Veterans Administration medical center located at
Roudebush 1481 West 10th Street, Indianapolis, Indiana, shall after the date of
Veterans' the enactment of this Act be known and ted as the "Rich-
Administration a.d L Roudebush Veterans Administration ecal Center". Any
Medical Center,
designation reference to such medical center in any law, regulation, document,

map, record, or other paper of the United States shall after such
date be deemed to be a reference to the Richard L Roudebush Vet-
erans' Administration Medical Cinter

Approved May 4, 1982.
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Introduction

During the period 18 October through 22 November 1983, 15 one-day workshops
were conducted in various U.S. cities to promote Public Law 97-174, the
Veterans Administration and '.epartment of Defense Health Resources Sharing and
Emergency Operations Act. Workshop attendees comprised health care personnel
from VA, Army, Navy, and Air Force medical treatment facilities (MTFs) and
headquarters elements. Faculty for the workshops consisted of staff members
from VA Central Office, Office .f the AssisLat Secretary of Dcfanse for
Health Affairs, and Offices of the Army, Navy and Air Force Surgeon General.
Each workshop included seminar discussions of case studies in health care
resources sharing. During these seminars, attendees provided valuable insight
on how best to plan, negotiate, and conduct shared service arrangements. This
guide includes many of the comments made by workshop participants. The
authors are indebted to these VA and DOD personnel for their contributions.

Definition

In its 1977 publication entitled Guidelines on Shared Services for Hospitals,
the American Hospital Association defines shared services as "those
administrative and clinical functions that are common to two or more health
care institutions that have arranged to provide health care services jointly
or cooperatively." The term "shared services" refers to the wide range of
different ways in which medical treatment facilities can cooperate in patient
care. Almost any hospital or clinic activity can be implemented on a shared
basis.

Planning for Sharing

Before a decision is made to pursue the negotiation and implementation of a
shared service agreement, some basic information should be obtained. Facts to
gather are summarized below.

a. Requirements - Determine what services (clinical and administrative)
are required by beneficiaries and medical personnel. Are DOD or VA
beneficiaries having to receive health care from civilian sources? What
specific needs are not being met by federal medical facilities? Sources of
information include:

(1) Consultation with the medical staff

(2) CHAMPUS/CHAMPVA workload and cost data

(3) Aeromedical evacuation movements

(4) Supplemental, contract, or consultant care workload and cost data

b. Capabilities - Find out which services (clinical and administrative)
have the potential capacity for sharing. Both current and future capabilities
should be considered. Do any services have excess capacity? The following
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information should be reviewed:

(1) Inventory of services

(2) Appointment waiting times per clinic

(3) Provider productivity statistics

(4) Department head advice regarding service expansion potential

c. Health care costs - Know what the average cost is in the civilian
community for various procedures/services that are required by beneficiaries.
Also, have an estimate of in-house costs associated with potential shared
services.

d. Existing arrangements - Know what cooperative arrangements already

exist. Are they working well? Are they.cost-effective? Would terminating
them jeopardize good will? Remember that VA/DOD sharing is but one of a
number of alternatives available to provide care. If an existing arrangement
provides quality service to beneficiaries, there's no mandate to change it.

e. Sharing partner information - Prior to any formal negotiation, ageneral understanding should exist of the potential partner's:

(I) Services offered (both clinical and administrative)

(2) Accessibility (i.e., location, travel distance and time,
parking)

(3) Physical plant layout and attractiveness

(4) Key staff members

f. Transportation factors - How will DOD beneficiaries be transported to
the VA facility and vice versa? Must either the DOD or VA MTF develop new
transportation capabilities? Will beneficiary travel requirements increase
unduly?

g. Attitudes toward sharing - It is important to assess and understand
the perceptions that key employees and interest groups have regarding the
potential sharing partner and arrangement. For example, are medical staff
members in favor of shared service arrangements, or will they resist the
change? How do administrative employees view the situation? Union members?
How will VA and DOD beneficiaries react to their new medical environment?
Veterans groups? Military dependents' clubs? How will local civilian
providers (e.g., physicians, hospitals, health maintenance organizations, etc)
react to the new federal relationship? Should an existing arrangement be
preserved for the sake of good community relations?

h. Impact on referral hospitals - Particularly from a DOD standpoint,
larger health care facilities (i.e., regional hospitals and medical centers)
depend upon patient referral workload (through the aeromedical evacuation
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system) to augment their teaching programs and to maintain z -ficient beds for
wartime readiness purposes. This factor must be carefully i~essed by the
referring facility before shutting off this workload via a i7cal sharing
arrangement.

As will be shown later, successful sharing arrangements don't just happen.
They require a lot of work, faith, and commitment on the part of those
personnel involved. Time and effort devoted to the planning phase will vary
depending upon the nature of the relationship between the sharing partners.
For those VA and DOD hospitals that have successfully shared services for many
years, the work required in the planning phase will be far less than that
required for newcomers; however, the benefits can be just as great.

Clearly understood and formulated objectives of the sharing arrangement are
important in the planning phase. Participants must consider precisely what
operating objective they wish to achieve, from the agreement. When definite
objectives are established before a shared service is initiated, frequently
these objectives can be quantified and used to measure the performance of the
shared service. It's also important that each hospital have a clear
understanding of its own expectations for the shared activity as well as an
understanding of the sharing partner's expectations.

Given the stakes involved in undoing a shared service once it's implemented, a
thorough job in the planning process is crucial. In addition to the facts
cited earlier, VA and DOD managers should have a general understanding of the
pros and cons of sharing. Potential opportunities and risks of sharing will
be discussed later in this guide.

Perhaps the best way to avoid failure in a sharing arrangement is to ensure
from the start that the underlying conditions for success are present. The
next two sections contain tips on successful negotiation and implementation of
shared services.

Negotiating and Communications

Following preliminary data gathering and planning, earnest discussions between
the DOD and VA institutions regarding sharing can begin. Since the success of
any key venture is directly linked to top management support and commitment,
it's vital that the respective leaders of each facility meet early in the
process. An initial meeting between the military hospital commander and
administrator, and the VA medical center director and chief of staff is
helpful in creating bilateral executive commitment to potential sharing
opportunities.

After initial contacts have been made, orientation visits and tours to the
respective facilities are encouraged. These visits (which can be made by
department heads, staff physicians, nurses, managers, and others) help
establish peer rapport, communication channels, and support for the sharing
concept. Specific sharing opportunities can be suggested either in these
meetings or later, via written proposals.
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Unlike with collective bargaining or service contracts, the negotiation phase
of sharing agreements is not a formalized, rigid process. Neither party to
the sharing agreement can be sued for non-peformance, so legal requirements
are minimal. Negotiating sessions usually focus on issues such as
reimbursement (rates and process), projected workload (type and frequency),
capabilities and limitations of each specific service to be shared, billing
(frequency and process), and referral policies. The keys to successful
negotiating, as with sharing in general, are commitment, faith and trust, and
a positive attitude by all participants.

Implementing a Sharing ArrangMent

After the decision is made to pursue a shared service arrangement, constant
care and attention by both parties is needed to ensure success. The following
suggestions have been made by VA and DOD health care leaders experienced in
successful sharing endeavors.

a. Define rights and responsibilities - The staff of participating
medical facilities want and need to be involved throughout the planning and
implementation of the sharing arrangement. Their input and recommendations
are crucial to molding the program. For this reason the rights and
responsibilities of participants should be made clear from the start.

b. Establish communication mechanisms for resolving disputes - Since
points of disagreement will be inevitable in cooperative arrangements, even
with proper advance guidelines, mechanisms for handling disputes and
contentious decisions should be established. Since the expectations of each
participant are as likely to be frustrated as satisfied during the start-up
phase, a realistic attitude on the part of all concerned will be an important
factor in the venture's success. Regularly scheduled "how goes it" meetings
rotating between the VA and DOD facilities have been found to enhance
communications greatly.

c. Start with winners - A frequent comment by administrators regarding
initial sharing efforts is to select services where successful sharing is
expected; thereafter, to increase the scope of the agreement. When dealing
with two or more different health care systems and facilities, it's important
"to get a foot in the door" early, then proceed slowly with bigger and better
arrangements.

d. Secure commitment of important publics - Earlier, the need to
understand and assess the attitudes and perceptions of key personnel towards
sharing was mentioned. These interest groups, or publics, must be made aware
of the sharing arrangement and support it if the agreement is to succeed. The
DOD medical facility commander must gain the support and approval of the
installation (e.g., base, post, camp, or station) commander since the hospital
or clinic is located on that installation. The VA director must ensure that
local veteran interest groups understand and appreciate the need for sharing
services with a DOD facility and/or DOD beneficiaries. Employees of both VA
and DOD =cdical f ilities, and each beneficiary population served must be
educated about the general advantages of sharing and the specific benefits to
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them. For example, DOD beneficiaries should understand that receiving
services at the neighboring VA medical center can reduce their out-of-pocket
expenses for CHAMPUS. Likewise, VA beneficiaries should know that being cared
for in a DOD hospital can possibly reduce their time and expense when
traveling to a VA medical center in another city. In summary, resistance to
the changes brought about by shared service arrangements can be minimized
through effective communicaton, education, and public relations efforts.

e. Monitor results - Successful shared services are those that are
closely monitored by the participants. Feedback from patients and staff
should be obtained on a regular basis to ensure that the objectives of the
arrangement are being met.

f. Keep the faith - It takes a great deal of faith and commitment on the
part of those involved to engage in any cooperative venture. Unless each
institution is willing to participate fully and completely, the ultimate
success of the undertaking may be endangered. Employees must have confidence
that sharing has a reasonable chance of providing quality services. Mutual
trust and respect of the participants must exist.

Potential Opportunities and Risks of Sharing

Shared service arrangements should be viewed from the standpoint of both the
opportunities that can be expected fom such programs as well as the potential
risks that may need to be faced and resolved. Some of the more common
examples of sharing pros and cons are listed below:

a. Opportunities

(1) Greater operational cost containment and economies of scale

(2) Improved accessibility and availability of services to
beneficiaries

(3) Higher quality of services

(4) Greater scope of services

(5) Reduced out-of-pocket expenditures by beneficiaries on health
care

(6) Less federal duplication of facilities and services through
improved coordination and planning

(7) Employee access to new technologies, information systems, and
the like

(8) Improved communications and information sharing

(9) Direct reimbursement at local level provides financial incentive
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b. Risks

(1) Loss of authority and control

(2) Failure to understand the different s.* .tem, e.g., terminology,
procedures, technologies

(3) Employee perception that the arrangement threatens his or her job

(4) Existing relationships with civilian health care facilities may
be jeopardized

(5) Service responsiveness and turnaround time may be reduced

(6) Referral facilities, especially DOD regional hospitals and
medical centers, may be negatively impacted by the reduction of teaching cases
and subspecialty referrals

Conclusion

Public Law 97-174 encourages the sharing of health care resources between
Veterans Administration and Department of Defense medical treatment
facilities. Greater sharing of resources will result in enhanced health
benefits for veterans and members of the armed services, and will result in
reduced costs to the government by minimizing duplicaion and underuse of
health care resources.

The planning, negotiation, and implementation of shared service arrangements
between VA and DOD medical facilities require care and commitment. Despite
the risks involved in sharing activities, the advantages of such programs
usually far outweigh any difficulties that may be encountered. Good luck!
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VA/DOD SHARING
Number 1 March, 1984

This newsletter is the first in a series to

report on VA/DoD sharing agreements negotiated.

In this report ....

* Ft. Campbell, Nashville "Mega-Agreement" -
* Major Multi-Services Agreements Signed
* CT Scanner Breakthrough at North Chicago
* First Research Agreement Signed
* Other Agreements Cover Broad Spectrum

FT. CAMPBELL, NASHVILLE VAMC
SIGN "MEGA" AGREEMENT, USE DRGS

A "mega" agreement designed to complement each other's
strengths has been signed by Nashville, Tenn. VAMC and Ft.
Campbell, Ky.

"This agreement is in the best interest of both sets of
beneficiaries, as well as taxpayers," said Larry E. Deters,
director, Nashville VAMC. "In every case, the cost to the
referring agency would be less than the price currently paid
for such services," Deters added.

The agreeement runs from Fiscal Year 1984 to Fiscal Year
1989.,. It covers a range of services available at the
Nashville VA facility and Blanchfield Army Hospital (Ft.
Campbell).

The VAMC plans to provide to the Army 800 days of
inpatient care a year (144 medical days, 536 surgical, eight
psychiatric, and 112 neurological). Twenty-five outpatient
visits a year are estimated. The VAMC would provide an
estimated 775 diagnostic procedures a year (500 computerized
axial tomographies, 15 cardiac catheterizations, 60
electromyograms, and 200 nuclear medicine scans). Sixty
colonoscopies are also planned to be provided to the Army
annually.

The Nashville VAMC used diagnosis-related groups, (DRGs)
to calculate reimbursement. The total cost of inpatient care
was divided by the total weighted work unit for the station
(excluding hemodialysis). Relative values were then
assigned.



The Army would provide ..cont care and outpatient
dental visits. Military rate... co be based on the Uniform
Chart of Accounts System.

Additional services are cx : d to be shared in the
near future. Ft. Campbell is a t 70 miles from the
Nashville VA facility (POC: 7.. Thn Yox, AV: 635-8175,
Commercial 502 796-3075).

CT BREAKTHROUGH AT N. CHICAGO:
SENATOR PERCY LAUDS NAVY AND VA

Navy Hospital, Great Lakes, 11., will purchase a CT
Scanner with the scanner to be shared on a 50/50 basis
between the Navy Hospital and North Chicago VAMC. In return
the VA would pay for the scanner's maintenance contract after
the one-year warranty expires, and would provide three CT
scan technicians, consumable supplies and cross-train Navy
technicians uo operate the scanner.

Currently, neither the VA/DOD SHARING BOXSCORE
VAMC nor the Navy has a CT
scanner and so must pay high Agreements operating 16
prices for their patients
to take the test elsewhere. Sites with agreements 13
About $210,000 will be
saved annually by both Agreements in process 16
parties in this one
agreement. The agreement
is an ongoing one with usage and projected expenses to be
reviewed in Fiscal Year 1987.

in sharing two hospitals, North Chicago VAMC provides a
radiation oncologist, gastroenterclogy services, renal
biopsies, nephirology consultations, radioirmunoassays, and
clinical laboratory services. Great Lakes provides .he VAMC
with radiation equipment and blood and blood products.

In a press release, Senator Charles Percy ccmmended
North Chicago VAMC and Great Lakes Navy hospitals "for being
two of the first in the nation to join operations that will
save tax money and improve health care." Percy was the
Senate sponsor of the "VA/DoD Health Resources Sharing Act of
1982."

Total estimated savings for the North Chicago - Great
Lakes agreements negotiated so far is over S427,000 annually.
More agreements are planned in such areas as blood flow
studies, laundry, social work and gynecological services (POC:
CDR Legg AV: 792-3900, Commercial 312 688-3900).
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THREE OTHER BIG MULTI-SERVICE

AGREEMENTS ARE NEGOTIATED

Three major multi-service agreements have been
negotiated, bringing to five (including the Nashville - Ft.
Campbell, N. Chicago - Great Lakes agreements reported above).
the number of such agreements negotiaLed since the start of
FY 1984. The three are:

USAF Hospital, Mountain Home AFB, Idaho - Boise, Idaho,
VAMC; USAF Hospital, Chanuto AF5, Il1. - Danvill?, Ill.,
VAMC; and Ft. Monmouth, N.J. - East Orange, ' . -. ,
have signed large multi-service agreements. Details of these
agreements are:

USAF Hospital, Mountain, AFB, Idaho - Boise, Idaho,
VAMC - The agreement covers services to be provided by Boise
VAMC. It covers over 400 outpatient procedures a year and
some 162 consultations a year. Inpatient (regular medicine
and surgery services) Intensive Care Unit/Coronary Care Unit,
maxillofacial surgery, psychiatric, EEG, EMG, CT Scans and
Holter monitor services are also to be provided to the Air
Force. The Air Force will also use the VAMC's laundry
facilities (POC: MAJ. Jan Cox, AV: 857-2505, C)mmercial
208 828-2505).

USAF Hospital Chanute AFB, Ill. - Danville, Ill., VAMC -
The Air Force will provide gynecological (inpatient and

outpatient) services to the VAMC. The VAMC will provide
laboratory tests, nuclear medicine, diagnostic ultrasound,
and audiology services. Chanute laboratory students will
train at Darville (POC: LT. COL. Tony Turk, AV: 862-351C,
Commercial 217 495-2906).

Ft. Monmc th (N.J.) - East Oranqe- N.J., VAMC - The two
hospitals have agreed to exchange services in 13 arCeas.
Among the areas covered are general inpatient and Dutpationt
services, CT scans, nuclear medi ine, and surgical services
(POC: MAJ. Stephen Clouse, AV: 992-2798, Cormmercial z0l
532-2798).

FT. RUCKER, ALA. EAST ORANGE, N.J.

SIGN FIRST RESEARCH AGREEMENT

The East Orange, N.J. VAMC is to dovelop an algorithm
for anlayzing the relationship between human heart rates and
the central nervous system, using Army data. Thu Army will
pay the VAMC for developing the algorithm.

The U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, Ft.
Rucker, Ala. is conducting the research. The algorithm would
allow investigators to take time-series ECGs and respirator
patterns, eliminate artifact and conduct spectral analysis.
The method would be applicable to studies on physical
fitness, fatigue, hypoxia, and influence of drugs on
performance (POC: COL. Dudley Price, AV 558-2316, Commercial
205-255-2316).



BROAD SPECTRUM OF SERVICES
COVERED IN OTHER AGREEMENTS

Six other VAMCs and seven military hospitals are
involved in new sharing agreements. These agreements are:

U.S.A.F. Detachment, La Junta Colo., - Ft. Lyon,
Colo., VAMC - Ft. Lyon VAMC provides inpatient medical,
inpatient psychiatry and outpatient services. Audiology,
physicial therapy, podiatry, optometry, psychiatric
consultations and surgical consultations are also provided to
the Air Force (POC: CAPF. Carleton Murphy, AV: 692-1983
Commercial 303-591-7890).

USAF Regional Hospital - Hampton, Va., VAMC - Hampton
VAMC permits utilization of its Argon Laser Photocoagulation
Systems 900 by the Air Force (POC: CAPT. Jerry Anderson, AV:
432-6805, Commercial 804-764-6805.

• 3344th U.S. Army Hospital, Tampa, Fla., - Tampa, Fla.,
VAMC - Tampa VAMC provides chest x-rays, urinalysis and
electrocardiograms (CPT. Edgar McAvoy, Commercial 813
879-5478).

• Navy Hospital, Orlando, Fla., - Tampa, Fla., VAMC - The
Naval hospital provides acute abdominal surgery (except
vascular surgical), trauma surgery, gynecological outpatient
examinations, alcohol rehabilitation services, lab services and
inpatient social work services. The Orlando VA outpatient
clinic provides orthopedic consultation and minor treatment,
echocardiograph tests, Holter monitor recordings, and stress
tests (POC: CDR Windholz, AV 942-4995, Commercial
904-772-4995).

• Military Entrance Processing Station, Beckley, W.Va -
Beckley W.Va., VAMC - The VAMC is to provide chest x-rays,
radiology consultations, and consultations not requiring
complete diagnostic history and examinations.

• Fort Leavenworth, Kans. - Ft. Leavenworth, Kans.,
VAMC - The VAMC is to provide 25 different diagnostic tests.
In addition, Munson Army Hospital (Ft. Leavenworth) plans to
use the VAMC's surgical facilities for a year while Munson's
facilities are being renovated (Ms. S. Morrison, AV:
552-3380, Commercial 913-684-3380).

• USAF Hospital, Fairchild AFB, Wash., - Spokane, Wash.,
VAMC- Fairchild is using Spokane VAMC's emergency room,
including x-ray facilities, and dental x-ray facilities.
Fairchild will also utilize Spokane's nuclear medicine services
(POC: LT. Large AV: 352-5111, Commercial 509 247-5111).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ....

LTC. James Moa LCDR James Ford MAJ Nick Nicholson
Health Services CMD OP-933D3 H-S., USAF/HA/l
Attn: HSOP-FF Director, Naval Med. Bolling AFB
Ft. Sam Houston, TX Washington, DC Washington, DC
AV: 471-3666/3669 AV: 223-1737 AV: 297-5066
Com. (512) 221-3666 Com. (202) 653-1737 Com. 202-767-5066
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Worksheet for Computation of Proiected CT Scar

Demand Based or Leonard Methodologv. as

Used by Shired Medical Resources, Inc.



SHARED MEDICZAL RESOURCES

indicatcurs tor Computed Tomogr-aphy
Instruct ions

As a meanS ot prc-ict ing potential usage of CT scanning setrvices,
SMR reajuircs te conpietion ct the attached forms with the number
of in-patient di.sc!-arges tor b-oth primary and secondary diagnosis
by ICD-9-CM Cole Categories.

7:nformat:(- uo. be at&ie.from-, HUP or PAS semi-annu-,Lal

diaqnobis ircices and totaled tor one complete ,,ear. Please
uc a to tr Der icd on7 c)* orrmns.

The seif ic i C3- 9 -CM c o~,,- r wh i c , i n fo M a L ion, mu:S t b--e
anzstracte"d, are listed in thie Lhird coiumn. oLf the attache.-I
ror.Te ir s colDur. 1: L'3v L5 a q Pn Cr a 7 cod re e

r i 71 si 3 Ea r1 v 

c-~ e '2'
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SHARED MEDICAL RESOURCES

Indicators for Computed Tomography

Instructions

As a means ot predicting potential usage of CT scanning services,
SMR requires the completion of the attached forms with the number
of in-patient discharges for both primary and secondary didgnosis
by ICD-9-CM Code Categories.

informatio ' should be abstracted from HUP or PAS semi-annual

diagnosis indices and totaled tor one complete year. Please
indicate the period on the forms.

The specific ICD-9-CM codes, for which information must be

abstracted, are listed in the third column of the attached
forms. The first column provides a general code reference
to the diagnosis description.

* For the column identified a: PRIMARY -

Enter the total nu.TZer of in-patient dischar;Es iisted as
primary diagnosis for all ICD-9-CM Codes shown in the
adjacent column.

For the coiumn identified as SECONDA. Y -

Enter the tral number of In-Datienc dischares listed as
secondary diagnosis for all rCD-9-CM Codes shown.

SEach sectin, A - D,rs be su-otald



SHARED MEDICAL RESOURCES

CT Services Questionnaire

Your assistance in completing this brief questionnaire as well as
the accompanying ICD-9-CM Code Form, will enable Shared Medical
Resources to most accurately evaluate your tacility's potential
usage of CT scanning services.

Hospital:

Address:-

Name of Respondent:

Date:

1. What is the hosoital's licensed bed ca tv?

2. What was the hospital's overall occupa..c; rate LJn
FY 1982?

3. What -s : e travelinc ti-e f:on the noSpL:! o:9
facilities with oper3aio!a]_ ,-T sca

within 5 minutes
within~ '0 min~tes
within o 20 .. mnj-_es

within 30 minites

be,-en 30 and r' in0t:

4. How many facJlI.ties -n t-e surrDund>-: r-- 2.'e_
scanners?

5. How many hosoltals In the suJrr;nr.in o .-.c0 nave

CT scanners?

6. Please complet the toliowing zubt:ota::

a) the subtotals of section Al on page 2
b) the subtotals of section BI on page 5
c) the subtotals of sE t1on C1 on pdge 9
d) the subtotals of section Dl on page 12
e) the total of subtotai3 A2 + 32 - C2 -

D2 on pages 2, 5, 9 & 12
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APPENDIX F

Calculation of Average Transportation Costs by

Originating Facility and Destination.



AFPENDIX 6
CALCULATION OF AVERAGE TRANSPORTATION

COSTS BY ORIGINATING FACILITY AND DESTINATION

I. BJACH to RGH/SFC.

Travel Time 2k hours round trip

Scan Time 1 hour

TOTAL TIME 3 hrs X 7.49/hr X 2 = 48.69

Mileage 54 miles one way X 2 X $0.2523 = 27.25

TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COST $75.94

2. BJACH to VAMC (Also VAMC to BJACH)

Travel Time 2 hours round trip

Scan Time 1 hour

TOTAL TIMF 3 hrs X 7.49 X 2 = 52.43

Mileage 56 miles one way X 2 X S0.2523 = 28.26

TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COST $80.69

3. BJACH to EAFF (Also EAFB to BJACH)

Travel Time 2 hours round trip

Scan Time I hour

TOTAL TIME 3 hours X 7.49 X 2 = 44.q4

Mileage 47 miles one way X 2 X $0.2523 = 23.72

TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COST $68.66
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4. EAFB to RGH/SFC

Travel Time 3/4 hour round trip

Scan Time 1 hour

TOTAL TIME 1.75 hours X 7.49 X 2 = 26.22

Mileage 7 miles one way X 2 X $0.2523 = 3.53

TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COST $29.75

5. EAFF to VAMC (VAMC to EAFB)

Travel Time 3/4 hour round trip

Scan Time I houl

TOTAL TIMF 1.75 hours X 7.49 X 2 26.22

Mileage 9 miles one way X 2 X $0.2523 = 4.54

TOTAL TRAISPORTATION COST $30.76

6. VAMC to RGH/SFC

Travel Time 3/4 hour round trip

Scan Time 1 Hour

TOTAL TIME 1.75 hours X 7.49 X 2 = 26.22

Mileage 8 miles one way X 2 X $0.25?3 = 4.04

TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COST $30.26
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APPENDIX G

Product Brochure, Ellis & Watts, Inc.
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APPENDIX H

Calculation of Total Cost and Average Cost Per Scan

For Commercial Purchase of CT Services



AVERAGE COST PER SCAN AT LEVEL 1 DEMAND

Volume Transportation Supply Total
Analysis Charge Cost Cost Cost

BJACH- 286
.95(286)= 272 X 300.00 + -0- + 4,080 = 85590
.05(286)= 14 X 350.00 + 106400 + -0- = 6069

EAFB -104

.90(104) = 94 X 350.00 + 2820 + -0- 35580

.10(104) = 10 X 400.00 + 300 + -0- 4460

VAMC-268

.90(268)= 241 X 350.00 + 7230 + -0- 91650

.10(268)= 27 X 400.00 + 810 + -0- = 11530

658 Total Scans Total Cost $2,34879

Total Costs - Total Scans = Average Cost Per Scan

$234,879 - 658 = S356.96
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AVERAGE COST PER SCAN AT LEVEL 2 DEMAND

Volume Transportation Supply Total

Analysis Charge Cost Cost Cost

BJACH = 480

.95(480)= 456 X 300 + -0- + 6840 = 143640

.05(480)= 24 X 350 + 1824 + -0- = 10244

EAFB = 241

.90(241) = 217 X 350 + 6510 + -0- = 82425

.10(241) = 24 X 400 + 720 + -0- = 10360

VAMC= 746
.90(746)= 671 X 350 + 20130 + -0- 255121

.10(746)= 75 X 400 + 2250 + -0- 29840

1467 Total Scans Total Cost 531609

Total Costs - Total Scans = Average Cost Per Scan

S531,609 - 1467 = $362.38
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AVERAGE COST PER SCAN AT LEVEL 3 DEMAND

Volume Transportation Supply Total
Analysis Charge Cost Cost Cost

PJACH= 674
.95(674)= 640 X 300 + -0- + 9600 = 201,690

.05(674)= 34 X 350 + 2584 + -0- = 14,379

EAFB= 378
.90(378)= 340 X 350 + 10200 + -0- = 129,270
.10(378)= 38 X 400 + 1140 + -0- = 16,260

VAMC= 1224

.90(1224)= 1101 X 350 + 33060 + -0- = 418,620

.10(1224)= 122 X 400 + 3660 + -0- 52,620
2276 Total Scans Total Cost S832,839

Total Cost - Total Scans = Averpge Cost Per Scan

$832,839 - 2276 = '365.92
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APPENDIX 1

Memorandum of Understanding Between The Veterans'

Administration and the Departmc--t of Defenso



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN
THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AND THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

VA/DoD HEALTh CARE RESOURCES SHARING GUIDELINES

ARTICLE I

INTRODUCTION

1-101 Purpose. This agreement establishes guidelines to
promote greater sharing of health care resources between the
Veterans Administration (VA) and the Department of Defense
(DoD). Maximization of sharing opportunities is strongly
encouraged. Greater sharing 8f health care resources will
result in enhanced health benefits for veterans and members
of the armed services and will result in reduced costs to
the government by minimizing. duplication and underuse of
health care resources. Such sharing shall not adversely
affect the range of services, the quality of care, or the
established priorities for care provided by either agency.
In addition, these guidelines are not intended to interfere
with existing sharing arrangements.

1-102 Authority. These guidelines are established by the
Administrator of Veterans Affairs and the Secretary of
Defense pursuant to "The Veterans Administration and
Department of Defense Health Resources Sharing and Emergency
Operations Act," Public Law 97-174, 13, 96 Stat. 70, 70 - 73
(1982) (codified at 38 U.S.C. S5011).

ARTICLE II

DEFINITIONS

2-101 "Actual Cost" means the cost incurred in order to
provide the health care recources specified in a 2haring
agreement.

2-102 "Reimbursement Rate" means the negotiated price cited
in the sharing agreement for a specific health care
resource. This rate will take into account local conditions
and needs and the actual costs to the providihg facility or
organization for th specific health care resource
provided. For example, actual cost includes the cost of
communications, utilities, services, supplies, salaries,



depreciation, and related expenses connected with puviding

health care resources. Excluded from the reimbursement rate
are building depreciation, interest on net capital investment
and overhead expenses incurred at management levels above the
medical facility or other organization providing the health

care resources (e.g., Pentagon and Central Office overhead).
Equipment depreciation is a component of actual cost to be
considered in establishing a reimbursement rate, but
facilities are strongly encouraged to exclude it. This rate
will be used for billing purposes by the providing medical

facility or organization.

2-103 "Beneficiary" means a person who is a primary -'

beneficiary of the VA or DoD.

2-.104 "Primary Beneficiary' (1) with respect to the VA,
means a person eligible under title 38, United States Code

(other than under sections 611(b), 613, or 5011 d)) or any
other provision of law for cire or services in VA medical
facilities; and (2) with respect to DoD, means a member or

former member of the Armed Forces who is eligible for care

under section 1074 of title 10.

2-105 "Direct Health Care" means health care provided to a

beneficiary in a medical facility operated by the VA
or DoD.

2-106 "Head of a Medical Facility" (1) with respect to a VA

medical facility, means the director of the facility, and (2)
vith respect to a medical facility of DoD, means the

commanding officer, hospital or clinic commander, officer in

charge, or the contract surgeon in charge.

2-107 "Health Care Resource" includes hospital care, medical

services, and rehabilitative services, as those terms are
defined in title 38 U.S.C. f601 (5), (6), (8); any other

health care service, including such health care education,

training, and research as the providing agency has authority

to conduct; and any health care support or administrative

resource or service.

2-108 "Medical Facility" (1) with respect to the VA, means

facilities over which the Chief Medical Director has direct

jurisdiction; and (2) with respect to DoD, means medical and

dental treatment facilities over which DOD, or its

organizational elements, or the component Services, have

direct jurisdiction.

2-109 "Providing Agency" meant (1) the VA, in the case of

care or services furnished by a facility, or organizational
elements, of the VA; or (2) DoD, in the case of care or

services furnished by a facility, or organizational elements

of DoD, or its component Military Services.



" 2-110 "Sharing Agreement" means a cooperative agreement
authorized by Public Law 97-174, S3, 96 Stat. 70, 70-73
(1982) (codified at 38 U.S.C. S5011 (d)) for the use or
exchange of use of one or more health care resources.

ARTICLE III

SHARING AGREEMENTS

3-101 Approval Process. Before a sharing agreement may be
executed and implemented, the heads of the medical
facilities invnlved shall submit the proposed agreement
to: (1) the Chief Medical Director, through the
appropriate Department of Medicine and Surgery channel, in
the case of the VA; (2) the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs), or his or her designees, through the
appropriate chain of command, In the case of DoD. The
agreement shall be effective in accordance with its terms
(A) on the 46th calendar day after receipt of the proposed
agreement by the designated Department of Medicine and
Surgery office on behalf of the Chief Medical Director for
the VA, and the next higher organizational element within
the chain of command for DoD, unless earlier disapproved
by either agency; or (B) if earlier approved by both
agencies on the day of such approval. An office that
disapproves a sharing agreement shall send a copy of the
agreement and- a written statement of itD reasons for
disapproval to the VA/DoD Health Care Resources Sharing
Committee.

3-102 Acquiring or Increasing Resources. A head of a
medical facility may request permission to acquire or
increase health care resources that exceed the needs of
the facility's primary beneficiaries but that would
effectively serve the combined needs of both agencies.
Justification for acquiring or increasing resources may be
based on the projected workload from a sharing agreement.
Such requests vill be considered in the usual planning and
budgeting processes. Consideration of such requests will
necessarily take into account many factors governing
resource allocation. Agreements will not be submitted

I 'until permission to increase existing resources or to
facquire new resources has been obtained.

3-103 Eligibility. Agreements may permit the'delivery of
health care resources to primary beneficiaries of one
agency at facilities of the other agency. Direct health
care to primary beneficiaries of the agency requesting
services should be on a referral basis. Delivery of
health care resources will not (as determined by the head
of the facility of the providing agency) adversely affect
the range of services, the quality of care, or the
established priorities for care provided to beneficiaries

3



of the providing agency.

3-104 Reimbursement and Rate Setting.. Reimbursement for

the cost of health care resources provided shall be
credited to funds that have been allotted to the facility

or organization that provided the care or services. The
medical facility or organization providing the resources
shall bill the recipient facility or organization
directly. Billing frequency shall be established in the
agreement. Reimbursement shall be forwarded to the
providing medical facility in a timely manner. Heads of
medical facilities and other organizations may negotiate a
reimbursement rate that in Issa than ill cost to tho

:: L . '--See definitions of "actual costs"

and "reimbursement rate" in section 2-101 and 2-102.) The
reimbursement rate may not be more than the actual cost to
the providing facility or organization of the resources

3-105 Scope of Agreements. The head of a medical facility
or organization of either agency may agree to enter into a
proposed sharing agreement with thu head of a medical
facility or organization of the other agency in accordance
with these guidelines. Sharing agreements involving more
than one medical facility of each agency may be developed.
The Chief Medical Director aad the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs may agree to enter into regional
or national sharing agreements. Sharing agreements shall
identify the health-care ressurces to be shared. Exchange
of resources without billing is permitted if cests are
specified in the agreement.

3-106 Education, Training, and Research Sharing Agreements.

1. Education and Training - Situation-specific
sharing is encouraged at the local, regional, and
national levels. Continuing education, formal
technical training, and professional education, are
areas to be emphasized.

To facilitate educational sharing the Office of
Academic Affairs, Department of Medicine and Surgery,
VA; and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs will:

a. Initiate ' an educational "clearing
house" process to exchange information on
potential sharing opportunities.- This process
will encourage the development of timely and
effective sharing of educational and training

Nresources.

4
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b. Encourage an ongoing dialogue between

thos'e responsible for education and training at

all levels - local, regional, and national.

2. Biomedical Research - To encourage more

collaboration, an information exchange will be

established. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Health Affairs and the Chief Medical Director will
designate representatives to establish such an
exchange.

In joint projects or protocols involving human
subjects, each agency's procedures for approval of

"human studies" protocols will be followed.

However, at a minimum, the Department of Health and
Human Services Guidelines will be complied with.

Sharing agreements involving "human studies"
protocols will not be considered without approval of

the protocol by both agencies.

3-107 Modification, Termination, Renewal. Each agreement
shall include 4.statement on how the agreement may be
modified and termina- . Proposed changes in the quality
and quantity of resou ces delivered, in actual coats, and
in the performance in delivering the resources are grounds
for modification or termination. Sharing agreements shall

provide for modification or termination in the event of
war or national emergency. Agreements may exceed one

year, provided necessary cost adjustment amendments are

included and a statement is included in the agreement to

the effect that if the contract period extends beyond

the current fiscal year, the sharing agreement is subject
to the availability of appropriations for the period after

the first September 30 during which the agreement is in
effect. Each party to the sharing agreement shall
annually review the agreement to make certain that the
resources bcing provided are in accordance with the
agreement. Sharing agreements may be renewed * in
accordance with procedures to be established by each
agency.

3-108 Reporting Requirements. The VA/DoD Health Resources
Sharing Committee will retain copies of agreements for an

annual report to Congress, which is required *by the law.
A copy of each agreement entered into or renewed will be

sent by the medical facilities or organizations entering
into the agreements to the VA/DoD Health Care Resources
Sharing Committee. It is the VA/DoD Sharing Committee's

, responsibility to prepare the annual report to
Congress which the Secretary of Defense and the

Administrator vill submit.

S



ARTICLE IV

AGENCY PROCEDURES

4-101 Agency Guidance. Each agency will issue
implementing and operating guidance to their
organizational elements and medical facilities.

4-102 Review. Both agencies agree to refer existing
policies, procedures, and practices relating to sharing of
health-care resources between the agencies to the VA/DoD
Health Care Resources Sharing Committee for its review,

which is a required by 38 U.S.C. 15011 (b)(3)A.

4-103 Quality Assurance. Agency medical facilities shall
maintain tilization review and AJjtv assurance programs
to ensure the uu =uic'y, appropriateness, and° quality of
health care services provided under this agreement. The
content and operation of these programs shall, at a
minimum, meet the requirements and guidelines set forth in

the most recent editions of the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals accreditation manuals.

ARTICLE V

EFFECTIVE DATE, MODIFICATION, AND TERMINATION OF

GUIDELINES

5-101 Duration. This memorandum becomes effective on the

date of the last signature. Either party may propose
amending these guidelines, but both must agree for
amendments to take effect. Either party may terminate
these guidelines upon 30 days written notice to the other

party.

(S nat u i e) (SgM/1 "1983 2 9 JUL 18
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APPENDIX J

Draft Copy of VA/DOD Health Care Resources

Sharing Guidelines



NUMBER

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT: VA/DoD Health Care Resources Sharing Guidelines

References: (a) ASD(HA) as of 7 February 1983
(b) Public Law 97-174, Veterans Administration

and Department of Defense "Health Resources
Sharing and Emergency Operations Act," of
May 4, 1982, (Encl 1)

(c) Memorandum of Understanding between the
Veterans Administration and the Department
of Defense of 29 July 1983, (Encl 2)

A. PURPOSE

In compliance with reference (a), this memorandum provides
guidance for implementation of references (b) and (c) and
establishes procedures to promote greater sharing of health
care resources between tb-- Veterans Administration (VA) and
the Department of Defense (DoD). [
B. APPLICABILITY

This memorandum applies to the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) and the Military Departments. The term "Military
Services§' refers to Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and the
Coast Guard (by agreement with the Department of Transportation).

C. DEFINITIONS

The terms used in this memorandum are defined in enclosure (3).

D. POLICY

It is DoD policy to pursue sharing agreements with VA medical
facilities that result in increased quality of care, improved
services to patients, and enhanced cost effectiveness.

E. RESPONSIBILITIES

1. The Secretaries'of the Military Departments shall:

a. Be responsible for and have the authority to establish
approval mechanisms for health care resource sharing agreements
between the Veterans Administration and Organizations within
their Departments consistent with the provisions of references
(b) and (c) above.



I I . . .. ..

b. A report shall be forwarded by 1 November of each year to the

SAssistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) summarizing sharing agreements
entered into during the preceding fiscal year. This report shall include

workload accomplished and actual reimbursement data for each agreement.

2. The Commanders of Military Medical Treatment Facilities shall:

a. Enter into agreement with heads of Veterans Administration Medical

facilities consistent with the approval process established by the particular

services.

F. PROCEDURES

1. All DoD Agencies that are participating in sharing agreements with

Veterans Administration Medical facilities shall follow the guidelines in the

Memorandum of Understanding between the Veterans Administration and the

Department of Defense (reference (c)) and enclosure 2.

2. Authority. The Secretaries of the Military Departments have the

authority to publish implementing instructions.

3. Reimbursement and Rate Setting

a. All Military Treatment'Facility (MTF) rates changed for services

furnished to the VA under local health resources sharing agreements will be

locally determined, facility-specific, actual cost and per procedure (i.e.,

* UCA performance factor) rates.

2



b. The HTF's most recent fourth quarter cumulative report under the

Uniform Chart of Accounts (UCA) cost accounting and performance reporting

system (DoD Directive 6010.10) will be the primary source of data from which

these per procedure rates will be derived.

c. Raw MTF costs will include the direct funded expenses, as cited in

the UCA accounts and subaccounts related to the services furnished, b the

work centers concerned, less depreciation.

d. To determine the !TF's current actual cost of the services to be

provided, adjustment of the above UCA data (raw costs) may be necessary. These

adjustments will be based on the best available local management information and

include considerations such as inflation factors, cost trends, pay increases,

workload changes, planned management actions, etc.*
*Example: For pathology services, the maximum rate to be charged

will be determined by reviewing the most recent fourth

quarter cumulative "Detail Unit Cost Report" developed

by the Expense Assignment System (EAS) during quarterly

UCA report computation. It will show the total ex-

penses assigned and the weighted workload procedures

accomplished for each major pathology service function.

Make the necessary management adjustments to the ex-

pense data. Then divide as follows:

1AFT
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Total Adjusted Expense Assigned = Cost per Weighted

Total Weighted Procedures Procedure

The number of weighted units will be determined by

reviewing the weighted units for a particular test or

procedure as reflected by the College of American

Pathology. Then multiply this by the cost factor

developed above. The result is the maximum charge

which may be levied for that particular test or

procedure.

Note: During the computation process, facilities should recognize proposed

workload increases and their impact on per procedure rates.

e. Under no circumstances will the rates charged exceed the actual

cost of providing the services to the VA. Nothing precludes local commanders

from negotiating agreements which utilize less than actual cost rates. However,

all local health resource sharing agreements will clearly reflect per procedure

rates. Such agreements will specifically provide for the periodic review and

updating of MTF/VA rates and other provisions of the agreements.

r
-1

f. Pursuant to billing and reimbursement requirements, the ?TF will

specifically identify that portion of the actual cost which is attributable to

non-accelerated direct military personnel costs based on current composite rate

tables. Since the UCA does not identify costs by appropriation or element of

expense, the TF will have to use Service unique financial reports to determine

the pro-rate share of military personnel expense.0r
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g. Procedures for the internal and command review of facility-specific

rates or proposed agreements will be established by the individual Services.

As a minimum, such procedures will include a headquarters review to insure:

(1) The efficacy of proposed rates and agreements.

(2) That neither the range of services, quality of care, nor

established priorities for HTF care are adversely affected. To facilitate

review, proposed agreements will be accompanied by supporting documentationI

which includes rate computation formulae and data, and an economic impact

analysis consistent with the level of detail cited in DoD 4000.19M, Defense

Retail Interservice Support (DRIS).

4. Billing Procedures

a. MTF/VA billings will be submitted in a timely fashion. The specific

frequency will be locally determined and stipulated in the agreement. 
All WTF/VA I

billings will be forwarded on Standard Form 1080 (Voucher for Transfers Between V

Appropriations and/or Funds) (sample furnished at Appendix B) with appropriate

supporting documentation. The specific nature of such documentation will be

locally determined and stipulated in the agreement. However, as a minimum the

bill and/or supporting documents will cite:

(1) The specific WTF/VA facility agreement concerned and the time

period it covers.
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L
(2) The name and social security number of the military or VA

beneficiary receiving the services.

(3) The date the services were furnished.

(4) The specific types of services rendered and the quantity of

each such service.

(5) The TF/VA per procedure rate for the service and the total

costs.

(6) The specific appropriation reimbursement accounts to be credited

(e.g., local O&i and MP appropriations) and the dollar amounts to be credited

to each.

(7) The MTF/VA points of contact and telephoae numbers of the offices

responsible for SF 1080 preparation and related inquiries.

(8) Additional instructions related to billing procedures may be

established in Service specific regulations.

b. The necessary appropriations and element of expense (EOE), to be

placed on SF 1080, will be separately provided by each of the military Services

prior to the onset of the fiscal year.
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c. In order to verify billings, the !ITF will establish suitable

internal control mechanisms to validate services furnished or received.

II
5. Reimbursement for Additional Care or Services Beyond the Scope of the

lTF/VA Agreement.

a. In certain instances, beneficiaries of the requesting facility,

who are undergoing agreement-related servics at the providing facility, may

unexpectedly require additional care or services beyond the scope of the

agreement. Such care or services may even exceed the capabilities of the

providing facility. In either event, the providing facility will immediately

notify the requesting facility. The requesting facility will fund the

additional care or services as follows:

(1) When the additional care or services are furnished by the

_providing facility, the requesting facility will be billed at the current in-

patient or outpatient interagency per diem rate (established by OSD(C) or

approved for the VA by the Office of Management and Budget) or the agreement's

per procedure rate, which ever more closely approximates the actual cost of

the services rendered.

(2) When the additional care or services are furnished by another

Federal medical treatment facility, the requesting facility will be billed by

that agency at its current inpatient or outpatient interagency rate.
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(3) When the care must be furnished by a non-Federal health care

source, the requesting facility will be billed for actual expenses by the

non-Federal source.

b. In a (I) and (2) above, duplicate billing safeguards will be

necessary (see paragraph 6 below). In a (2) or (3) above, the requesting

facility wili also be billed for the initial procedures furnished under the

MTFIVA health resources sharing agreement.

6. Procedures for Handling Collections. All reimbursement will be

forwarded via SF 1080 by the facility receiving the services to the facility

furnishing the services. The manner and frequency of such reimbursements will

be stipulated in the applicable sharing agreement. The appropriate military

pay (MP) appropriation will be credited with that portion of reimbursements

properly attributable to it. All remaining amounts will be credited to the

MTF's operating funds.

7. Separation of Interage___ _d Fncility-Specific Billings/Reimbursements.

In addition to services exchanged locally under health resources sharing agree-

ments, at facility-specific rates, th2 VA and military medical departments

routinely, exchanged services on an interagency basis at per diem rates.

These per diem rates are annually determined by OSD(C) or are approved for

the VA by the Office of Management and Budget. The provision of both inter-

agency and agreement-related services can occur at the MTF/VA facility level.

Interagency services may or may not be the same type of services as those

exchanged under local agreements. Interagency billings/reimbursements are

S8
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based on ITF/VA facility input. However, they may be centrally managed,

thereby creating the potential for duplicate billings or reimbursements.

Accordingly, all local agreements will contain specific provisions which

require TF/VA facilities, engaged in local sharing agreements, to establish

a system of internal controir which precludes double billings/reimbursements

at both the facility and interagency levels. [

8. Incentives and Reapplication of Savings.

a. Before any agreement is negotiated, it must be demonstrated to

be economically beneficial (i.e., reduce alternative care costs or use the

facility's excess capacity). To maximize cost savings, MIF commanders will be

afforded the greatest flexibility in accomodating local conditions and needs

when developing their MTF/VA health resource sharing agreements.

b. In addition to retaining funds received through reimbursements in

accordance with paragraph 5 above, savings realized in an activity's local

funding may be reapplied at the installation level in the year of implementa-

tion to satisfy valid, unfunded requirements when:

(1) Such savings constitute a decrease in current year funding

expenditures for a funded MTF program, project, or personnel end strengths,

and

(2) Such savings are directly attributable to newly established or

expanded sharing agreements developed in the current fiscal year.

I
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c. Disposition and/or allocation of economies, achieved through

continuation of HTF/VA health resources sharing agreements subsequent to the

year of implementation, will be subject to guidance by the military department

concerned.

9. Reporting Requirements. Consistent with DoD Reports Control Symbol

requirements, each military department will gather, maintain, and report the

following agreement data by 1 November of each year:

a. The number of new agreements established during the fiscal year.

b. The number of agreements renewed during the year.

c. The number of agreements expanded during the year.

d. The quantity and type of services involved in a through c above.

e. The total amounts billed and received under a through c above.

f. The total amounts of cost savings achieved under a through c above

during the year.

g. The total amount of earnings (under a through c above) credited to

the military pay appropriation and the amount credited to local operating

funds.
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Note: This information will be transmitted to the Service headquarters in

accordance with guidance isued in forthcoming Service specific implementing

instructions.

10. Liability. The provision of direct health care to beneficiaries under

this agreement is within the scope of duties or employment of employees of the

providing agency. Claims for injury arising from such health care will be pro-

cessed by the providing agency in accordance with its existing administrative

claims regulations.

G. INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

The reporting requirements in Section F.(9) have been assigned Report

Control Symbol

3 H. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION

This Memorandum is effective immediately.

Enclosure - 3

1. Reference

2. Reference

3. Definitions
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DEFINITIONS

I I. "Actual Cost" are those funded costs directly associated with delivering

the service. Salaries, communications, utilities, services, supplies, and

related expenses are included.

2. "Beneficiary" means a person who is a primary beneficiary of the Veterans

Administration or the Department of Defcnse.

3. "Direct Health Care" means hea]th care provided to a beneficiary in a

medical facility operated by the Veterans Administration or the Department of

Defense.

4. "Heads of a Medical Facility"

a. With respect to a Veterans Administration medical facility, means the

director of the facility.

b. With respect to a medical facility of the Department of Defense, means

the commanding officer, officer in charge, or the contract surgeons in charge.

5. "Health Care Resource" includes hospital care, medical services, ambulatory

services and rehabilitative services, as those terms are defined in Title 38

United States Code, Section 601 (5), (6), (8), any other health care services,

and health care training, research, or other support, or administrative

programs.
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, ,Enclosure 3

6. "Hedical Facility"

a. With respect to the Veterans Administration, means facilities over

which the Chief Medical Director has direct jurisdiction.

b. With respect to the Department of Defense, means medical and dental

treatment facilities over which the Department of Defense or its organizational

elements, the component Services, have direct jurisdiction.

7. "Providing Agency"

a. The Veterans Administration, in the case of care or services furnished

by a facility or organizational element of the Veterans Administration.

b. The Department of Deense in the case of care or services furnished by

a facility or organizational element of the Department of Defense or its

component military services.

8. "Primary Beneficiary"

a. With respect to the Veterans Administration, means a pcrson eligible

under Title 38, United States Code (other than Section 611 (b), 613, or 5011

(d)) or any other provision of law for care or services in Veterans

Administration medical facilities.
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6. "Medical Facility"

a. With respect to the Veterans Administration, means facilities over

which the Chief Medical Director has direct jurisdiction.

b. With respect to the Department of Defense, means medical and dental

treatment facilities over which the Department of Defense or its organizational

elements, the component Services, have direct jurisdiction.

7. "Providing Agency"

a. The Veterans Administration, in the case of care or services furnished

by a facility or organizational element of the Veterans Administration.

b. The Department of Deense in the case of care or services furnished by

a facility or organizational element of the Department of Defense or its

component military services.

8. "Primary Beneficiary"

a. With respect to the Veterans Administration, means a person eligible

under Title 38, United States Code (other than Section 611 (b), 613, or 5011

(d)) or any other provision of law for care or services in Veterans

Administration medical facilities.
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b. With respect to the Department of Defense, means a member or former

member of the Armed Forces who is eligible for care under Section 1074 of

Title 10.

9. "Savings"

a. Costing Savings - A decrease in current year funding expenditures due

to a new or expanded support agreement (current year) in a funded program,

project, or personnel end strength supported by a cost analysis and eligible

to be reapplied at base level.

b. Other Savings - Savings that do not result in a decrease in current

year funding expenditures as a result of a new or expanded support agreement

(cost avoidance, also supported by cost analysis).

10. "Sharing Agreement/Agreement" means a cooperative agreement (authorized by

P.L. 97-174, Section 3, Stat. 70, 70-73 (1982)) to share one or more health

care resources. Such an agreement may involve buying, selling, or an exchange

of services and/or resources between facilities or organizational elements.
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